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1 Management Summary 

 

This document summarizes the final evaluation results of the FUPOL approach and the 

platform, with all its features, in five pilot cities: Pegeia, Zagreb, Yantai, Skopje and UN 

Habitat / Mtwapa. The entire report is drafted in accordance with the guidelines defined in 

the planning document D7.4. It represents a final demonstrator evaluation report of the 

improved FUPOL features based on the previous evaluation reports (D7.5 and D7.6).  

It includes the results of all FUPOL components evaluations, but not all of them have been 

evaluated in all pilot cities. For some pilot cities the simulation model and the simulator have 

not been developed (Pegeia and Mtwapa), visualisation has not been evaluated in Yantai, 

and Visual Fuzzy Cognitive Maps have been evaluated only in Pegeia. 

The general objective of the FUPOL project has been to undertake research to support a new 

comprehensive governance model, where the whole policy design life cycle is supported with 

innovative ICT solutions based on complexity research and a spiral policy design approach. 

The FUPOL framework is meant to enable the modelling of new policy initiatives by taking 

into account all relevant parameters in the area of urban planning policy, thus enabling policy 

makers and their advisors to better predict the impact of their policies on complex societal 

problems with multidimensional interrelated aspects, by simulating scenarios and 

alternatives.  

Also the objective of WP7 has been the demonstration of the potential of the FUPOL services 

in specific policy contexts and the assessment of results in order to generate feedback on the 

lessons learned and to improve the components. A specific objective of the work package is 

to validate that the FUPOL services can be exploited on a European scale by implementing 

them in several countries with varying conditions and focus areas. This evaluation report 

shows that these goals have been mostly met. A lot of FUPOL features are marked as fit for 

exploitation. It means they can be used immediately in a lot of European cities that have 

shown interest for using FUPOL. There are still some suggestions for the improvement of 

some FUPOL features. For this purpose the pilot cities, as a result of their evaluation activities, 

have identified potential areas of improvement that are available for technical partners for 

consideration and further development. 

The objective of this deliverable is to present the results of the application and the evaluation 

of the FUPOL approach and the platform in these pilot cities by public administrators and 

citizens. Also, the objective of this deliverable is to point out the business value of all FUPOL 

features and their usefulness and applicability in all phases of the policy modelling process. 

Since this is the evaluation of the second pilot in the cities, it was possible to use the 

experience of the previous evaluation in the first pilot, which facilitated the implementation 

of the evaluation process itself. Public administrators and citizens have been already familiar 
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with the FUPOL project and its results and have used the tools, so that this evaluation was a 

lot more mature and more successful. However some challenges are still present. The most 

important ones are a) how citizens can be involved to a greater extent in the participation 

process and b) how public administrators can be supported in their acceptance and practice 

of the innovative form of communication with the public. From each pilot city report it is 

evident what kind of methods have been used to reduce or eliminate the above mentioned 

issues and to what extent they have been successful. 

It should also be stressed at this stage, that this document is not purporting to be an academic 

or scientific document. It is a dialogue aiming at building a common understanding between 

the cities, non-technical partners and technical partners who are producing the tools. The 

document provides a better understanding for the technical partners of the real-life in cities 

in a variety of domains and the interaction which takes place with citizens in the policy making 

process. In addition, it provides the feedback from the pilot cities regarding the effectiveness, 

efficiency and usability of the FUPOL platform, based on the evaluation results. 

In general, it can be concluded that through these two phases of piloting the FUPOL approach 

has been brought nearer to the administrative staff and to the citizens.  It is expected that 

the FUPOL features will be applied on a regular basis by the pilot cities in order to facilitate 

the communication with the citizens and the involvement of their opinions in the policy design. 

Thus, the most important success criterion, namely the permanent usage of the FUPOL tools, 

will be met. 
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2 Introduction 

 

The FUPOL project has provided a new approach in creating city politics, offered software 

support and gathered citizen opinions through all phases of policy making. The FUPOL 

approach and the platform are applied in 5 pilot cities (Pegeia, Zagreb, Yantai, Skopje and 

UN Habitat / Mtwapa) on specific cases.  

Each pilot city has a) given a short overview about its second piloting case, b) shown the 

evaluation results of the FUPOL model and the platform (business and technical), and c) given 

some suggestions for improvement.  

In addition, this report provides a summary of results of the evaluation of the second pilot 

implemented in all pilot cities. For the second phase of the pilots the advanced FUPOL 

platform with all its components has been used. They have been improved and tailored to 

the needs of the cities based on recommendations from the evaluation of the first pilot. As a 

result the majority of the FUPOL components are considered to be ready for further 

exploitation. 

 

2.1 Purpose of the Document 

 

The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of the evaluation results of the FUPOL 

governance model and the platform in all five pilot cities for the second piloting phase. These 

results are necessary for showing the general quality and effectiveness of all FUPOL platform 

functionalities that have been developed by the technical partners in the project. By 

examining the evaluation results, a detailed display of using FUPOL in all pilot cities and the 

degree of acceptance by public administrators and citizens is visible. All evaluation results 

were communicated and discussed with technical partners.  

The document shows the advantages of using the FUPOL components in the process of urban 

policy, as well as the results of implementation, which is encouraging for other cities to join 

the community of FUPOL users. It is important to note that this document can and should be 

used for further improvement of the FUPOL platform to guarantee its long-term application 

in the policy design.  
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2.2 Target Group 

 

 

This document is intended for all project partners including pilot cities as well as technical 

partners. The pilot cities will use the results of this report in deciding on further application 

of FUPOL in their own practice. Most of the pilot cities will probably continue to use the FUPOL 

platform and will be able to share the results of usage with all interested cities. Additionally, 

these results will help them for a better understanding of the citizen and the public 

administrator performance and how to ensure their greater response and involvement in the 

process of creating city politics. 

The technical partners will use evaluation results, given in this report, for the improvement 

of the developed FUPOL features, based on the city’s needs. Consequently a more advanced 

and higher quality platform can be offered to cities on a European and worldwide scale. 

 

2.3 Benefits 

 

This report provides a status overview of the second piloting phase in 5 pilot cities, with 

clearly shown measurable performance indicators of the applied FUPOL model and platform. 

The results are comparable by cities because of the same approach and questionnaire. 

Additionally each city has examined and analysed its own specifics. This report also provides 

the business value of all FUPOL features, with recommendation for further testing or 

exploitation. 

This report provides insight into the successfulness and applicability of available FUPOL 

platform functionalities, which for most cities include: 

 User Administration 

 Integrated GUI / User Interface 

 Campaigns 

 Social Network Aggregation / Single Window 

 Opinion Maps 

 Questionnaires 

 Heat Maps 

 Hot Topic Sensing 

 Topic Summarization 

 Knowledge Database and Visualisation 
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 Social Media Dashboard  

 Data dictionary 

 Visualization of statistical data 

 Visualisation (SEMAVIS) 

Beside these functionalities, some cities have evaluated the Simulation Model /Simulator and 

Visual Fuzzy Cognitive Maps, which was given in this report and by that ensured useful 

feedback for their improvements and exploitation. 

Basic benefits for technical partners are a valuable feedback that can help them in further 

improving the features of FUPOL and the platform as a whole. In the end that ensures a very 

good product for all interested parties, with a lot of application possibilities in a large number 

of cities in Europe and worldwide. 

 

2.4 Structure of the Document 

 

This document has followed the structure proposed in previous deliverables of WP7, D7.1 

through D7.4. 

Chapter 1 contains a summary of the whole project, with a focus on the results of the final 

evaluation of FUPOL governance model and platform in five pilot cities.  

Chapter 2 contains introductory remarks on the evaluation, to whom the evaluation results 

are intended and the benefits that this report brings. Also it provides structure and purpose 

of this document. 

Chapters 3 through 7 show evaluation results in 5 pilot cities: Pegeia, Zagreb, Yantai, Skopje 

and UN Habitat / Mtwapa. Inside each of the chapters is a short description of the second 

piloting phase, including the analysis of the public administrators’ and citizens’ activities, such 

as indicators of platform usage, number of postings, PR activities etc. In addition, each pilot 

city has given a summary of the evaluation results for all FUPOL features, including suggested 

improvements and their business value. At the end of each chapter the summary of evaluation 

questionnaires and overall conclusion of all evaluation activities have been presented.  

Chapter 8 provides a concise summary of the evaluation results of all FUPOL features in all 

pilot cities. 
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3 The second pilot evaluation - PEGEIA 

3.1 Status of the pilot 

 

The fuzzy cognitive map model for sustainable tourism was created and the simulations of 

several scenarios were performed. From the simulations, various policy areas were identified 

that could help in dealing with the problem of tourism sustainability. Meetings then took place 

to select the policy areas on which the municipality should focus using the simulation results. 

The public administrators proceeded to create the following campaigns in the FUPOL 

platform:  

1. Improvement of the facilities in Pegeia 

2. Promotion and protection of cultural heritage 

3. Improvement of beaches in Peyia 

4. Development of alternative forms of tourism 

5. Promotion of recycling in Pegeia 

6. Promotion of Pegeia 

 

After deciding the campaigns, a number of brainstorming sessions were carried out where 

the public administrators used the Opinion Map and Questionnaire features of the platform 

to prepare maps and questionnaires for citizens/tourists. Specifically the following were 

prepared: 

1. Improvement of the facilities in Pegeia – Questionnaire on water supply 

2. Promotion and protection of cultural heritage – Opinion map 

3. Improvement of beaches in Pegeia – Questionnaire on current state and future 

development and Opinion map 

4. Development of alternative forms of tourism – Questionnaire for rating alternatives 

5. Promotion of recycling in Pegeia – Questionnaire on recycling habits of residents 

6. Promotion of Pegeia – Opinion map 

The opinion map and questionnaire regarding the improvement of the beaches were included 

in the municipality’s Facebook page (Figure 3.1.1). 
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Figure 3.1.1: Questionnaire and opinion maps on the official Facebook page of the 

Municipality of Pegeia 

 

Table 3.1.1: Municipality of Pegeia’s Facebook page statistics 

 

Total Page Likes 441 

Total Post Reach 161 

Likes, Comments & Shares 10 

Post Clicks 27 

 

On June 3 2015, a one-day event was held in Pegeia as part of dissemination. Several 

speakers attended, including Prof. Joan Breton Connelly, Director of the NYU Yeronisos Island 

Expedition and Field School. The event was also used as an opportunity to raise awareness 

for citizens to give their opinions using maps and questionnaires. Furthermore, the 

municipality was able to present the “Cigarette Cone” initiative that the municipality adopted 

after viewing the results of the FCM simulations and “Improvement of the Coral Bay Area” 

campaign. Further details of this initiative are reported in Pegeia’s “Success Stories”. 
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3.2 Impact and Achievements using FUPOL 

FUPOL allowed the Municipality of Pegeia to revise its current policies. Overall the various 

campaigns are used as an input to various policies and actions regarding sustainable tourism 

and the future strategy of Pegeia in this domain, which is currently being elaborated and step 

by step implemented.  

As one of the first steps being implemented, the municipality decided to review its cleaning 

policy regarding the cleaning of its beaches. Previously, the municipality would use specialized 

equipment to rake the sand and collect cigarette butts. However, after using FUPOL’s opinion 

maps there were a substantial number of comments regarding the beaches’ cleanliness. 

Therefore, the municipality decided to introduce a new environmentally-friendly, quick and 

direct method to limit cigarette litter on the beach by providing visitors with cones to be used 

as ashtrays. Now, smokers are able to pick up a cone from one of the stands located on the 

beach, fill it up with sand and use the cone as an ashtray. On leaving, the smokers return the 

cone to one of the stands and empty the contents in special bins that sift the sand through 

the cigarette butts and ash, allowing the sand to be replaced and the cigarette butts taken 

to be recycled.  

Additionally, Cyprus occasionally suffers from drought during summer months, and as a result 

several water shortages may occur and sometimes hose bans are imposed. Therefore, the 

municipality is interested in investigating whether or not to promote water saving systems 

and water recycling systems to help combat this problem. In order to gather citizen’s thoughts 

on the matter before proceeding with the implementation of any strategy action, a 

questionnaire regarding the water supply service was created. Further implementation steps 

will follow.    

3.3 Lessons learned 

By participating in the project, the following lessons learned were established by the 

Municipality of Pegeia: 

  

 The policies regarding sustainable tourism and processes followed to create these 

policies must be flexible enough to deal with ever-changing/dynamic economic, social 

and environmental issues, 

 Both citizen and tourist participation is key, which means ways of raising awareness 

need to be formalized (e.g., through dedicated PR activities, media coverage, etc.), 

 Usage of the platform can only improve through training of public administrators at all 

levels. 
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3.4 The evaluation summary of the FUPOL features 

3.4.1 Administration part 

This part is dedicated to user administration. 

 

Show user list 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

Users suggest the inclusion of a “Show all” button to displaying all user accounts in one page 

rather than having to click through pages to find a specific account. Although filtering by 

trusted users is permitted, users also suggest the inclusion of a column “User type” that 

displays the type of user (PA/e-Citizen/Trusted User) each account belongs to. This feature 

has high business value as it is extremely important to view the users who have access to 

the platform and under which capacity. 
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View user  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

Users reported no issues with this feature. The feature presents important data in a readable 

and functional way, providing high business value to the platform. A suggestion to optionally 

allow the uploading of a profile photograph of a user was made. 
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Edit user  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

No issues were reported with this feature. The feature provides high business value. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing 

X Ready for further exploitation  

 

3.4.2 Integration Unified GUI / User interface 

The unified GUI allows the users to access the different functions of FUPOL from a single 

entry point and in the same way. It simplifies the day-to-day operation of FUPOL and the 

effort required to train new user.  
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Unified GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

The unified graphical user interface provides consistency in the users’ experience of the 

platform and so increases productivity for both experienced and novice users. Therefore, the 

feature has very high business value. The summary graphs provided in the homepage are 

very helpful. Users did note the lack of help features throughout the platform. Also, users 

suggested the inclusion of a checklist of functions that they should carry out to help them 

familiarize themselves with the features on the homepage. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

X Ready for further exploitation  
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3.4.3 Campaign 

The functionality is supporting creating and managing the campaigns, including social media, 

questionnaires, opinion maps etc.  

 

Add campaign  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

Campaign creation is a very important feature for users with high business value. However, 

several issues were reported concerning the creation of a campaign. First, users are 

incorrectly permitted to create campaigns with the same names. Second, the list-box of the 

Topic Model field does not populate but neither does it explain what is added. Third, the 

Categorizer field (simple vs advanced) is not properly explained. Finally, users suggest adding 

multiple content languages rather than one. 
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Show campaign list  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

Summarizing the created campaigns as a list has high business value. The users suggest that 

the default list displayed should be “my campaigns” instead of “all campaigns”. 
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View campaign 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

The ability to viewing the details of a campaign is of extremely high business value, 

particularly the Tools, Social Media, Dashboard and Campaign Data. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing 

O Ready for further exploitation 

 

3.4.4 Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display 

The functionality is supporting passive participation and aims at collecting relevant data from 

as many sources as possible.  

It should enlarge the view of a politician in policy problem identification, analysis and dialogue 

phase by combining social media sources, newspapers and audio / TV.  
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A specific feature of FUPOL is that it allows a much targeted sourcing (specific Facebook 

pages, Twitter hashtags, etc.). 

 

Social Media  Window – Definition of Sources  

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

One small issue encountered was the lack of instructions to create composite searches using 

all of the all/exact/any boxes by less experienced users. The automatic extraction of posts 

from various social media sites allows policy makers, first, to find out hot topics and problems 

and, second, to monitor the feedback after policy implementation. Therefore, a high business 

value is associated with this feature. 
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Social Media Window – Single Window Display of results (including filtering)  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

The ability to filter collected social media results adds to usefulness of the feature, thus adding 

to its moderately high business value. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation 

 

3.4.5 Opinion Map 

The functionality is supporting active participation and provides a location based feedback 

from citizens.  A location based topic is typical for urban policies (e.g., land use of certain 

areas, renovation of certain places and buildings, etc.).  
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Definition of an opinion map  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

Users identified opinion maps as one of the most important features of the platform with high 

business value for agenda setting and analysis phases. One of the issues, however, is the 

lack of an “edit” feature to change title and description of an opinion map. Also, users suggest 

a link to search in the comments of the opinion map in the Tools tab. 
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Citizen GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

Opinion maps are very easy for citizens to leave a comment. For the citizens’ GUI, users 

suggest that the authentication instructions be removed, so as to avoid citizens thinking that 

they must log in with Facebook or Twitter to leave a comment (or at least replaced with 

different wording). The description of the opinion map should also be included to provide 

more information to the citizens.  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

X Ready for further exploitation 

 

3.4.6 Questionnaires 

The functionality supports the creation and administering of questionnaires and the 

production of statistics based on the answers given. 
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Definition of questionnaire  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

Questionnaires are considered features providing high business value for agenda setting and 

analysis phases as they allow direct investigation of a particular topic. However, users 

identified that there is no option to delete a questionnaire. With regards the creation of 

questions, users find it difficult to construct open-ended questions. In addition, users stated 

that they would prefer to be allowed to define the ratings (one-five) themselves. Finally, users 

suggested presenting responses of the questionnaires as a way to improve the feature. 
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Citizen GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

The main issue of the citizen questionnaire GUI is the lack of an introductory description of 

the questionnaire and general completion guidelines. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation 

 

3.4.7 Heat maps 

The function aims at a location based visualisation of postings. It helps users to identify “hot 

spots”, means places with a lot of postings in general or for a specific policy topic.  The map 

based visualisation helps to better understand the root cause. 
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Heat map GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

Overall, the feature has potential business value for users. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation 

 

3.4.8 Hot Topic Sensing 

The functionality aims at extracting topics (including short term topics and long term policy 

topics). Overall this function should assist users in analysing a large number of postings / 

articles obtained from the social network aggregation, which manually would mean a lot of 

work.   

The bottom-up approach allows users to identify new policy topics, which have not been 

identified yet, with little effort compared to a manual analysis.  
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Identification of Hot Topics and definition of categories  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

One issue encountered was that the paging in the Categories table is not working. Users felt 

that the quality of the hot topics was satisfactory with related words grouped together 

accordingly. The users also felt that the ability to add key words to categories but also to 

remove superfluous words (articles, conjunctions, etc.) was extremely useful in creating 

effective categories. From the different topics generated, 74% of the proposed topics made 

sense, whereas 26% of the topics did not make sense. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation  
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3.4.9 Topic Summarization 

The functionality provides a summary of all postings. This helps users to analyse large 

volumes of postings, which otherwise manually would mean a lot effort.  

 

Topics Summarisation  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

This feature provides fairly high business value because it allows the user to understand how 

the topic was created from the collected data. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation  

 

3.4.10 Social Media Dashboard 

Dashboard Visualisation  

Overall the dashboard visualisation supports the task of identifying issues at a glance. 

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues and suggested improvements  

This feature is extremely useful for public administration users to view general summaries of 

posts and categories, and is deemed as providing high business value. One issue was to 

include an option on each tab for view the information full screen. Also, users would like to 

see the percentages in the “Top 10 Categories” tab and the “Top Authors” to link to the 

respective Facebook/Twitter page of the author. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation  

 

3.4.11 Visualization of Statistical Data 

The function supports the process “objective analysis” of data. It compares statistical 

indicators relevant for a specific policy problem 

- Different indicators of the same city  
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- The same indicators of different cities  

Note: The current source is EUROSTAT at the moment, because it is the only database which 

ensures harmonized data.  

 

Visual Search  

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Indicator Visualisation  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

Users considered this feature of fairly average business value, mainly due to the difficulty in 

usage and lack of integration with the platform. Due to the very large number of indicators, 

it is very easy to get “lost” in the visualization. Users struggled to find this feature useful due 

to the need of many drill-down processes to get to the relative information. They believe it 

would be better if the platform had a tool that could help them identify which indicators will 

provide the data that better suits their campaign (as a list, for example). Also, there are no 

options to save/print/export graphics and tables so that the data can be used in reports to 

policy makers. 

 

Summary 

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

X Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation  
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3.4.12 Visual Social Data Analysis (SEMAVIS) 

Overall the social media visualisations are not intuitive and difficult to understand for an 

average user.  A user should be able to understand immediately the meaning of the 

visualisations and how to navigate. The visualisations will need a major rework to be user 

friendly and support the user tasks of social media analytics effectively.  

 

Topic (Category) visualisation  

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Drill down visualisation  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

This feature is considered to have moderately high business value for experience users that 

are familiar with visualization. Users feel that SemaSpace is the most valuable and useful 

graphic. The issues that were encountered are, first, the SemaSun posts are illegible and, 

second, the reports should support multiple languages. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

X Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation  
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3.4.13 Visual Fuzzy Cognitive Maps 

The fuzzy cognitive map modelling and simulation feature aims to allow public administration 

users to forecast the impact of and compare between candidate policies and strategies.  

 

Fuzzy Cognitive Map Simulation (GUI)  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 
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Users noted that the model diagram showing the concepts and their interactions needs to 

become more readable. In addition, they suggest a more interactive map with more 

information being presented on “mouse-over” of the map elements. Also, during simulation 

they suggest displaying the activation level updates in graphical format. In general, the 

feature has very high potential business value for users as it allows them to assess how a 

policy would affect different aspects of the problem. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation 

 

3.5 Summary of evaluation questionnaires 

 

A detailed evaluation of the FUPOL platform tools was carried out by public administration 

users from the Municipality of Pegeia. The results are shown in Table 3.3.1. Additionally, 

several other aspects concerning the graphical user interface, efficiency and usefulness in 

policy life-cycle phases were also evaluated. The total evaluation grade of the FUPOL platform 

taking into account the aforementioned features is 3.53. 

 

Table 3.3.1: The results of FUPOL features evaluation from PAs of the Municipality of Pegeia 

No Question Average grade 

(1 – 5) 

1.  
FUPOL platform entirely covers all the functionality arising from 

the needs of users while creating the city's policies. 
3.67 

2.  FUPOL platform has a good interface, easy to use by users. 3.83 

3.  
FUPOL feature "Campaign" provides an opportunity for input and 

monitor of all parameters essential in creating the city's policies. 
3.83 

4.  

FUPOL feature "Social media window / social media aggregation" 

provides an opportunity for the input of all relevant sources, easy 

search and meaningful results. 

2.50 

5.  
FUPOL feature "Opinion maps" provides the ability to create 

maps easily and monitoring the entered opinions. 
4.00 

6.  

FUPOL feature "Questionnaires" offers the possibility of creating 

a questionnaire easily as well as analysis and different 

representations of the results. 

3.83 

7.  
FUPOL feature "Dashboard” offers the possibility of necessary 

graphical representation of social media data. 
3.50 
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8.  
FUPOL feature "Data Dictionary" provides good overview of the 

data collected for the current campaign. 
3.33 

9.  

FUPOL feature "Heat maps" provides information about the 

concentration of posts based on their location using simple 

graphical representation. 

3.67 

10.  FUPOL feature "Campaign Data" 3.20 

11.  
FUPOL platform is efficient, provides a fast operation and short 

response of the system 
3.67 

12.  

The results obtained by using the FUPOL platform are extremely 

useful in the process of selecting areas for creating urban policies 

(agenda setting) 

3.33 

13.  
The results obtained by using the FUPOL platform are extremely 

useful in the analysis and creating the urban policies phases 
3.66 

14.  

The results obtained by using the FUPOL platform are extremely 

useful in the process of implementing and monitoring of the 

urban policies 

3.20 

15.  
In general I am satisfied with FUPOL platform and I would 

recommend it to the other cities 
3.80 

Average grade 3.53 

 

The results of the evaluation of the hot topic sensing feature are given in Table 3.3.2. The 

average score for this feature is 3.10, which is lower than most of the other platform features. 

 

Table 3.3.2: The evaluation results of hot topic sensing feature from PAs of the Municipality 

of Pegeia 

No Question Average grade 

(1 – 5) 

1.  

The component entirely covers all the needs of users for 

browsing and identifying hot topics among the collected social 

media data. 

3.00 

2.  

Top words obtained by applying HTS component are 

understandable and related to each other, so it’s easy to name 

the topic to which they ae related 

2.33 

3.  
Top words obtained by applying the HTS component are really 

the key words within individual posts of the social media data 
2.67 

4.  

By using the HTS component it is easy to create the categories 

and use them for tracking social media and expressing the 

interest 

3.83 

5.  HTS has a good interface, easy to use by users 3.83 

6.  HTS results are clearly presented and could be easily analysed 2.33 

7.  
The component is efficient, provides a fast operation and quick 

response of the system 
3.33 
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8.  

The results obtained by using the HTS component are extremely 

useful in the process of selecting areas for creating urban 

policies (agenda setting) 

3.33 

9.  
The results obtained by using the HTS component are extremely 

useful in the phases of analysis and creating the urban policies 
3.33 

10.  

The results obtained by using the HTS component are extremely 

useful in the processes of implementing and monitoring urban 

policies 

3.00 

11.  
In general I am satisfied with the HTS component and I would 

recommend it to the other cities 
3.17 

Average grade 3.10 

 

The visualization feature evaluation was conducted to assess the users’ experience and level 

of usefulness of the features. Table 3.3.3 shows the results of this evaluation. The average 

grade is 2.88. 

 

Table 3.3.3: The evaluation results of the visualization feature (usage and interaction) from 

PAs of the Municipality of Pegeia 

No Question Average grade 

(1 – 5) 

1.  
This component entirely covers all the needs of users while 

visualizing social media data from the FUPOL campaign. 
3.00 

2.  
This component entirely covers all the needs of users while 

visualizing statistic data important in policy creation process. 
2.50 

3.  
This component entirely covers all the needs of users while 

visualizing results of simulation in FUPOL campaign 
 

4.  Visualization has a good interface, easy to use by users 2.83 

5.  
Visualization results are clearly presented and could be easily 

analysed 
2.50 

6.  

It is possible easy to change the type of visualization and choose 

a different type of graphical presentation of the selected data, 

the most suitable for me  

3.33 

7.  
The component is efficient, provides a fast operation and quick 

response of the system. 
2.83 

8.  

The results obtained using the visualization component are 

extremely useful in the process of selecting area for urban 

policies (agenda setting) 

2.50 

9.  

The results obtained using the visualization component are 

extremely useful in the phases of analysis and creating urban 

policies  

3.17 

10.  

The results obtained by using the visualization component are 

extremely useful in the process of implementing and monitoring 

the urban policies 

3.00 

11.  In general I am satisfied with the visualization component 3.17 
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Average grade 2.88 

 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

 

In general, public administration users of the Municipality of Pegeia have assessed that the 

platform tools most valuable for them are Campaigns, Opinion Maps and Questionnaires. 

These features allow them to collect opinions on specific issues from citizens and tourists, in 

order to help them pinpoint problems easily and quickly. In particular, users found that these 

features have relatively high business value in the agenda setting and analysis phase, as well 

as for monitoring opinions after the implementation of a policy. With respect to Social Media 

Window, users encountered problems with no Facebook posts being retrieved. Nevertheless, 

in conjunction with the Hot Topic Sensing feature, the social media tools also have a relatively 

high business value, as users believe it is important for posts to be categorized automatically 

to save time in searching among high volume of posts. Concerning the visualization of social 

data analysis and statistical data, less technically-oriented users struggled to a large degree 

when having to drill-down for information due to the complexity involved in the tools. 
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4 The second pilot evaluation - ZAGREB 

4.1 Status of the pilot 

 

After the first pilot in the domain of Land Use & Improvement of Social Infrastructure, the 

City of Zagreb has implemented new campaigns: a) three connected to the bicycle traffic in 

the City - bicycle routes, BOB – Bike on Bus and the stations of public bicycles, b) separate 

waste collection and c) Wi-Fi Wireless Mesh network of the City.  

 

All the campaigns are public and open for discussion on the website of the City of Zagreb 

(figure 4.1.1), on the social network pages of the City of Zagreb, FUPOL ZAGREB Facebook 

page (figure 4.1.2) and ZAGREB FUPOL BLOG http://zagreb-fupol.blogspot.com/ (figure 

4.1.3). 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1.1, on the website of the City of Zagreb, the Mayor presents the project and invites the citizens to get 

involved and participate in the testing of FUPOL tools.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://zagreb-fupol.blogspot.com/
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Figure 4.1.2, FUPOL followers get notifications about the latest news of the FUPOL project in general but also 

news about FUPOL in Zagreb such as workshops and new campaigns.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1.3, Blogspot gives the opportunity to the citizens to leave their suggestions and comments on the 

opinion maps as well as to discuss the important campaign issues. 
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4.1.1 Analysis of citizens´ activities in FUPOL campaign 

 

The statistical analysis of citizens' activities on the blog is presented in the tables 4.1.1 and 

4.1.2. 

 

Table 4.1.1: The statistical analysis of citizens’ activities on the blog “FUPOL Zagreb” 

 

Number of website entries per time period 

From the beginning of campaign 14.253 

14.06.2015. – 13.07.2015. 172 

Number of website entries per sources 

https://www.google.hr/ 611 

http://www1.zagreb.hr/euzg/eu_projekti.html 396 

http://www.zagreb.hr/default.aspx?id=51960 296 

Number of website entries per URL 

https://www.google.hr/ 611 

http://www1.zagreb.hr/euzg/eu_projekti.html 396 

http://www.zagreb.hr/default.aspx?id=51960 296 

https://www.facebook.com/ 267 

http://web1.zagreb.hr/default.aspx?id=65764 169 

https://www.google.com/ 45 

http://akz.hr/default.aspx?id=387 39 

http://www.cistoca.hr/default.aspx?id=531 33 

http://m.facebook.com/ 29 

http://blogsrating.pw/ 27 

Number of website entries per web locations 

www.google.hr 1068 

www.facebook.com 496 

www1.zagreb.hr 401 

www.zagreb.hr 346 

web1.zagreb.hr 181 

www.google.com 151 

m.facebook.com 144 

t.co 49 

yandex.ru 46 

akz.hr 40 

Page views by countries 

Croatia 11880 

United States 710 

Germany 240 

Russia 166 

https://www.facebook.com/
https://www.google.com/
http://akz.hr/default.aspx?id=387
http://www.google.hr/
http://www.facebook.com/
http://www1.zagreb.hr/
http://www.zagreb.hr/
http://web1.zagreb.hr/
http://t.co/
http://yandex.ru/
http://akz.hr/
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Table 4.1.2: The statistics of the page views and posts per FUPOL campaign  

 

 

 

The statistical analysis of citizens' activities on Facebook page „FUPOL Zagreb“ is presented 

in the table 4.1.3. 

 

Table 4.1.3: The statistics of the page views and posts per FUPOL campaign  

 

FUPOL FACEBOOK 

PAGE OVERVIEW 

Total 

Lifetime Total Likes 343 

Daily New Likes 23 

Daily Unlikes 0 

Daily Page Engaged Users 239 

Weekly Page Engaged 

Users 

1465 

Daily Total Reach 2893 

Weekly Total Reach 18041 

Daily Total Impressions 7597 

Austria 154 

Great Britain 112 

France 88 

Macedonia 52 

Poland 46 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 44 
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Weekly Total Impressions 85389 

Daily Logged-in Page Views 185 

Weekly Logged-in Page 

Views 

1346 

Daily Reach of page posts 2353 

Weekly Reach of page 

posts 

14606 

Daily Total Impressions of 

your posts 

6577 

Weekly Total Impressions 

of your posts 

73883 

Daily Total Consumers 185 

Weekly Total Consumers 1221 

Daily Page consumptions 3209 

Weekly Page consumptions 22642 

Daily Negative feedback 0 

Weekly Negative feedback 0 

Daily count of fans online 52710 

Daily People Talking About 

This 

86 

Weekly People Talking 

About This 

442 

Daily people who 

interacted-link clicks 

9 

Daily people who 

interacted-other clicks 

90 

Daily people who 

interacted-photo view 

127 

Daily people who 

interacted-video play 

2 

Weekly people who 

interacted-link clicks 

63 

Weekly people who 

interacted-other clicks 

634 

Weekly people who 

interacted-photo view 

817 

Weekly people who 

interacted-video play 

14 

Daily page consumption - 

link clicks 

11 
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Daily page consumption - 

other clicks 

164 

Daily page consumption - 

photo view 

3032 

Daily page consumption - 

video play 

2 

Weekly page consumption 

- link clicks 

77 

Weekly page consumption 

- other clicks 

1211 

Weekly page consumption 

- photo view 

21340 

Weekly page consumption 

- video play 

14 

External Referrers - 

google.hr 

7 

External Referrers - 

fupol.eu 

4 

External Referrers - t.co 2 

External Referrers - 

webmail.zagreb.hr 

1 

 

 

4.2 Impact and Achievements using FUPOL 

 

The City of Zagreb has applied the FUPOL approach and the platform for some years. FUPOL 

has helped for overcoming the current problems in setting and implementing city policies. It 

has enabled the inclusion of more citizens in the participation of the policy measures. The 

City of Zagreb has launched more campaigns for solving some actual problems. With support 

of the FUPOL tools the City Administration has received a better understanding of the citizens´ 

needs which could be integrated in the design of further strategies. 

 

In each campaign, the City of Zagreb has had the significant benefits of applying the FUPOL 

approach and the platform itself. Below an overview of the achievements of two campaigns 

is provided. 

 

1. Project Kajzerica within the campaign: „Improvement of the social infrastructure“ 

Kajzerica is a neighborhood in the southern part of Zagreb. It used to be a neighborhood 

with family houses and gardens but in recent years the construction of new buildings 

increased as well as the population number. Because of the lack of educational facilities in 

the neighborhood, the children needed to be taken to kindergartens and schools to other 
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neighborhoods. The construction of a kindergarten, primary school and secondary school was 

supposed to be included into the ZagrebPlan, the strategic plan of the City, listed into the 

goals and priorities till 2020. All relevant stakeholders should be invited to approve the budget 

and the deadlines for the first priority projects.. 

The City of Zagreb has launched the FUPOL campaign for solving this problem. Using FUPOL 

features on FUPOL blogspot, the citizens had the opportunity to express their opinions about 

the capacities of kindergarten and school facilities, construction of new and reconstruction of 

existing facilities, their location and maintenance. They also could put their questions and 

advice into the opinion map considering the construction of facilities for sports and recreation, 

utilization of indoor and outdoor school space and other program activities of city 

neighborhoods. 

Among others, the opinions were gathered for the specific area of Kajzerica which were taken 

into account during the construction. Besides the construction of kindergarten and schools, 

the citizens had ideas about their surroundings such as a park, playgrounds, bicycle paths 

etc. Here are some of them: 

 

 
“Kajzerica is filled with young families with preschool children and we need a kindergarten 

urgently!”  
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“Next to the kindergarten we need a children's playground and a park with benches and 

greenery.” 

 

 
„Bravo for the school, it was about time! Construct a big playground for the children, football or 

basketball field at least and a big store.“ 
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“The inhabitants of Kajzerica need a place for sports and recreation – basketball field and 

football with street light and benches also for recreation in the evening.”  

 

By using the FUPOL platform, its feature for social network aggregation and single window 

display, the City of Zagreb has created social media windows for searching through the social 

media sources, such as Facebook, Twitter, Blogspot and RSS feeds of the most important 

social media in Croatia. The following figure represents the results of searching through the 

selected social media sources. 
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The facilitator from the City of Zagreb used the specific platform functionality (hot topic 

sensing) for extracting the related posts from all social media sources. These posts are 

categorized as “Social infrastructure – Društvena infrastruktura”. It helped in recognizing the 

most interesting discussions and suggestions that were analyzed and used in policy creation. 

The FUPOL platform also provided a very useful visualization of all collected campaign data 

that were presented to decision makers in the City. It provided very useful information which 

were integrated in the decision making process. Some of the available graphs are shown in 

the following figure.  

 

 
 

 

The kindergarten, primary and secondary schools opened their doors on the 8th of September 

2014. Around 1500 are expected to attend those facilities what is of great importance for 

Kajzerica but also for the southwest part of Zagreb. The Mayor, who officially opened this 

Educational Centre, then announced the finalization of horticultural activities around the 

schools, the construction of a playground next to the kindergarten and the improvement of 

lighting system around the school and a new road for the better connection of the facilities 

with the existing roads. In the meantime, most of the announced work is done, except the 

park, but the area is now clean and prepared for construction. The Mayor emphasized the 

importance of the citizen participation in the policy-making process too and thanked everyone 

for their participation. With the new facilities, playgrounds, green areas with benches, 

lightning and bicycle paths, Kajzerica became a modern neighborhood.    
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The FUPOL approach and the tools enabled the improvement of all phases of the policy 

modelling process in the City of Zagreb. It was very important for the Kajzerica project during 

policy creation, implementation and monitoring of implementation. In the course of the 

construction phase of the facilities, the ideas related to the construction of their environment 

(bike paths, sports fields, park etc.) comments from the opinion maps and  from different 

social media sources were taken into account during the whole project. The FUPOL tool has 

provided a possibility for the citizens to express their opinions and needs during the process 

of the construction of their neighborhood.  

 

2. BOB - BIKE ON BUS campaign 

In the last decade the City of Zagreb is systematically working on the promotion of the use 

of bicycles and on the construction of cycling infrastructure. The result of the promotion is an 

increase in the number of citizens who use the bike in everyday life, not just for recreation 

but for transport. Part of the promotion is the pilot project Bike on Bus which allows the 

transport of bicycles on city busses.  
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This pilot project is financed by CIVITAS Activity Fund which is co-financed by the European 

Commission by 50%. The partners in the project are the City of Zagreb, Zagreb holding d.o.o., 

University of Zagreb and the Nature Park Medvednica.  

Zagreb is situated under the Medvednica mountain and its highest peak (around 1000 m 

high) called Sljeme. Sljeme is the favorite place of weekend excursion for the citizens where 

they can go hiking and cycling. The pilot project Bike on Bus started on the three bus lines 

that lead or partially lead to Sljeme. The aim is to increase the number of users of bicycles 

and buses as well as to reduce the number of cars. The City of Zagreb had to submit a 

proposal regarding the increase of the bicycle usage in everyday transport. The City of Zagreb 

has decided to involve a greater number of citizens in the design of a suitable and economical 

strategy. 

The City Administration has launched more FUPOL campaigns regarding bicycle transport in 

the City of Zagreb. These campaigns have covered all important aspects of using bicycles, 

such as bicycle paths, places for parking bicycles and how to put bicycle on the bus. 

Combining bicycles and busses is an environmentally friendly model of public transport which 

also encourages health preservation of the population so this component of using bicycles is 

also very important. 
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Lines with carriers for bicycles are a service free of charge (no additional fees to the usual 

transport ticket). Citizens are interested in this project and they have been intensively 

involved in the FUPOL campaign. They have been leaving their opinions on the FUPOL opinion 

map and discussed this topic on different social networks. The facilitators have been 

interested in citizens opinions about which other bus lines in the city could use BOB services 

and also about the stations of the existing bus lines that use BOB. The possibility of putting 

the bike on a bus in not available on every bus station, because of the existing bus schedules. 

The stations where BOB is implemented are marked on the bus station path.  

The citizens mostly left their comments about new bus lines with BOB service which is useful 

not only for lines with destinations on the hill but also for distant neighborhoods. If citizens 

from distant neighborhoods want to use the bike in the city, it would help them a great deal 

if they could put the bike on the bus at least part of the way, especially in the evening hours. 

Here are some of the opinions related to the specific area of the city: 
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“(Line 130) it would be good to start with BOB on the location towards Gajnice (only two 

stations, because Zelena Magistrala (a road in the north-western part of Zagreb) is not just 

a great uphill but the downhill is very dangerous for cyclists). Unfortunately, because of the 

inaccessibility, we can hardly dare to go to Gajnice by bikes ourselves, not to mention that 

we wouldn't dare allowing the children to go on their own.” 

 

 
“I think that BOB would be useful on the bus line 127 Črnomerec-Mikulići, not only for us who 

live here, but also for many people who use this line to reach Medvednicabecause the last 

stop of the bus line is situated near the nature park.” 
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”Start with BOB on the line Glavni kolodvor – Novi Zagreb“ 

 

 
“Many people from this area (chosen spot on the opinion map) have to cycle a long way to 

get to work or to get to the park Maksimir for recreational purposes. People who are cycling 
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to work could shorten their journey (by using BOB) because the distance from here to 

Borongaj is too big to cycle all the way.” 

 

Using the FUPOL platform and its feature for social network aggregation, the facilitators have 

been searching the most used social networks, blogs and RSS feeds of different social media 

sources. In that way they easily collected and daily analyzed a lot of published posts and 

discussions regarding the usage of bicycles in Zagreb. These data have been used in defining 

city policies regarding bicycle transport in the city. The following figure represents the results 

of searching through the selected social media sources. 

 

 
 

The facilitators from the City of Zagreb used the specific platform functionality (hot topic 

sensing) for extracting the related posts from all social media sources. These posts are 

categorized as “Sport” and searched by key word “Bicycle – Bicikl”. It helped in recognizing 

the most interesting discussions and suggestions that were analyzed and used in policy 

creation. 

Based on the results of the FUPOL campaigns the City Administration has received enough 

very useful information for defining the strategy regarding the bicycle usage in the city. The 

draft of the strategic plan is prepared and this year should be approved. According to the 

plan, next year the City Administration will provide more bike carriers on the back side of the 

busses and more bicycle paths around the city. In the phases of implementation and 

monitoring the FUPOL platform will be also used. 

According to the interest of citizens and especially of the users of this service, the BOB project 

can be expended and implemented to other bus lines too. The expectations of the citizens 

will be also followed in the future by using the FUPOL platform. The citizens' opinions will be 

taken into account in the process of decision making about the continuation of the project. 
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Especially, the suggestions about the necessity of new lines for the neighborhoods on the 

hills or distant neighborhoods with tricky roads and mediocre lightning will be taken into 

account.  

The FUPOL tool enabled the improvement of a pilot project in the process of analysis and 

policy creation regarding the usage of bicycles in the city. Although the pilot project is still in 

its first phase, it shows the interest of the citizens. A lot of citizens have been actively involved 

in discussion and giving opinions through opinion maps or social networks searched by FUPOL 

platform. Their active participation in the FUPOL campaign can provide solid guidance for the 

future solutions. FUPOL will therefore contribute to the success of the project and 

improvement of bicycle transport in Zagreb. 

 

4.3 Lessons learned 

 

Key findings achieved by the City of Zagreb during its participation in this project and 

implementation of the FUPOL approach and the platform are the following: 

 

• it is essential to adapt the existing rules and procedures for modeling the urban 

policies, 

• ensure maximum involvement, commitment and education of public administrators, 

• continuous work on raising awareness at public administrators about importance 

of e-participation in the process of modeling urban policies, 

• inform the citizens on daily basis about the new approach of their participation in 

the process of modeling urban policies, 

• engage the media in order to promote e-participation, 

• devise mechanisms for motivating citizens to be active in e-participation in the 

process of modeling urban policies, 

• generally work on IT literacy of the public administrators and the citizens. 

 

These are also the essential prerequisites for the successful implementation of the future 

projects that will include e-participation of the citizens in the process of decision making. 
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4.4 The evaluation summary of the FUPOL features 

 

4.4.1 Administration part 

This part is dedicated to user administration. 

 

Add user 

 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

This functionality allows the possibility of adding new users to the FUPOL platform. This is 

extremely important because the City of Zagreb has always had the need to include new city 

offices in the platform and to create new accounts for new users. 
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Show user list 

 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

This functionality satisfies the needs of the City of Zagreb. It offers the possibility of viewing 

all FUPOL users, with their usernames, first and last names, e-mails, locking state and last 

successful login. Also, it provides editing of already created accounts.  

 

View user  

 

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

This functionality provides the ability to view all the data relating to a specific user. 

 

Edit user  

 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

This functionality enables the change of data relating to a specific user. This is quite 

satisfactory for the City of Zagreb. 
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Social Media Account Management 

 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

This functionality provides an overview of already created social media accounts, their 

amendments and deletions, as well as adding the new ones if necessary. Accounts on 

Facebook, Twitter and Blogspot are currently created. Taking into account that in Croatia the 

most common social media network is Facebook, and Twitter is the second one, created 

accounts meet the needs of the City of Zagreb. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

OFit for user testing 

X Ready for further exploitation  

 

 

4.4.2 Integration Unified GUI / User interface 

 

The unified GUI allows the users to access the different functions of FUPOL from a single 

entry point and in the same way. It simplifies the day-to-day operation of FUPOL and the 

effort required to train new user.  
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Unified GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

The interface is visually plain and clear enough to allow the users to access the simple 

functions of the FUPOL project. It gives a graphical representation of running campaigns, the 

number of posts by campaigns and social media windows and thus allows for easy tracking 

of all changes made on a daily basis. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- O Fit for user testing  

- X Ready for further exploitation  

 

 

4.4.3 Campaign 

The functionality is supporting creating and managing the campaigns, including social media, 

questionnaires, opinion maps etc.  
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Add campaign  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

The creation of the campaign is clear and easy to use. It is possible to define the start and 

the end of the campaign, determine members, set goals and choose the categorizer type. For 

the City of Zagreb this feature is very useful because it allows creating new campaigns and 

initiating the collection of citizens' opinions for all new topics to be considered by the city 

administration. There are sometimes difficulties with putting in the team members, not all 

the assigned members are available. 
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Show campaign list  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

This functionality allows viewing all campaigns. From the review it is possible to read basic 

information about the campaign, including the date of initiation and completion of the 

campaign, initiators, facilitators and categorizer type. Also, each facilitator has the ability of 

editing his own campaign. 

 

View campaign 

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

This functionality provides a detailed overview of all parameters related to a specific 

campaign. After entering the view of the campaign, it is possible to run editing if necessary. 

 

FUPOL campaigns helped the City Administration to detect the most important areas of 

interest and the opinions, questions and advice from citizens were taken into account while 

the strategic plans of the City were made. For example, there was a lack of educational 

facilities in the neighbourhood called Kajzerica in the southern part of Zagreb. 

The construction of a kindergarten, primary school and secondary school was supposed to 

be included into the ZagrebPlan, the strategic plan of the City, listed into the goals and 

priorities till 2020. In consultation with citizens and all interested parties it was necessary to 

prioritize and approve the budget and deadlines for the projects of the first priority.  

As a result, the kindergarten, primary and secondary schools opened their doors in September 

2014. Since the opening of this Educational Centre most of the horticultural activities around 

the schools, construction of a playground next to the kindergarten, improvement of lighting 

system around the school and new road for the better connection of the facilities with the 

existing roads - which were all the ideas that the citizens put in the opinion map - were 

finalized. This case is explained in the paragraph 4.1.3. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

OFit for user testing 

X Ready for further exploitation 

 

 

4.4.4 Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display 

The functionality is supporting passive participation and aims at collecting relevant data from 

as many sources as possible.  

It should enlarge the view of politician in policy problem identification, analysis and dialogue 

phase by combining social media sources, newspapers and audio / TV.  

A specific feature of FUPOL is that it allows a much targeted sourcing (specific Facebook 

pages, Twitter hashtags and so on). 
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Social Media  Window  -  Definition of Sources  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

This functionality enables the creation of new social media windows and selection of desired 

social media sources, including Facebook, Facebook Wall, Twitter, Blogspot and RSS feeds. 

 

By using the FUPOL platform, its feature for social network aggregation and single window 

display, the City of Zagreb created social media windows for searching through the social 

media sources, such as Facebook, Twitter, Blogspot and RSS feeds of the most important 

social media in Croatia. In order to achieve a higher efficiency, this very useful tool needs 

some improvement. 

The business value of this tool would be great if it provided quick collection of relevant 

information to be taken into account during creation of public policies and decisions. The 

problem is that the collection of information is not as quick as it should be. Moreover, if one 

makes a mistake while putting the URL and retrieving it or selecting the wrong target and 

clicks the back button, everything is lost. That means it is impossible to go just one step back. 

You need to save target by target, if you count to save them all at once, you risk losing them 

all. The back button should go just one step back, or at least just stay in social media window.  
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Social Media Window -  Single Window Display of results (including filtering)  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

Results of Social Media Window search is a component of the tool that is generally satisfactory 

because it helps the user to obtain a response to the data search which allows simultaneously 

obtaining data from multiple sources about which topics and issues preoccupy citizens.  

Considering the results, the main problem here is that since May 2015 information (posts) 

from Facebook searched by keywords is not visible in the search results. (this is due to a 

change of the Facebook keyword search). Facebook postings from Facebook pages is still 

collected.   

Since Facebook is the most widespread social network in Croatia, the greatest value of this 

component would be finding information from Facebook too.  

It should be useful to have the possibility to select postings that are interesting for us or as 

a result of searching and send them automatically to the authorized office and to produce the 

statistics how many posts are relevant and how many are not relevant. If there are a lot of 

social media sources and a lot of posts, it is often necessary to wait too long for the results 

after starting searching. 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation 
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4.4.5 Opinion Map 

The functionality is supporting active participation and provides a location based feedback 

from citizens.  A location based topic is typical for urban policies. (e.g. land use of certain 

areas, renovation of certain places and buildings, …)  

The analysis of the City of Zagreb opinion maps is presented in the table 4.2.1. 

 

Table 4.2.1: The analysis of the City of Zagreb opinion maps 

 

Campaign / Opinion map 
Number of 

opinions 

Number of 

comments 
Website entries 

Kindergartens 35 19 1531 

Schools 38 17 1278 

Sport and recreation 

facilities 

70 19 1129 

Center for Autism 

(Sensory park) 

11 20 1465 

Bicycle traffic in the City 

of Zagreb 

235 2 591 

Stations of public 

bicycles 

69 4 448 

BOB Bike on Bus  20 2 206 

Wi-Fi Wireless Mesh 

network of the City 

6 0 111 

Separate waste 

collection 

52 3 319 
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Definition of an opinion map  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

This functionality is useful because it supports active participation of citizens. Since the 

posting of comments on the opinion map has been simplified in the way that user’s 

registration is no longer mandatory and the new campaigns were launched, citizens leave 

more comments.  

This tool has a great business value because it allows getting direct information from the 

citizens and location based topics are important for the creation of urban policies.  
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We have agreed to increase the value of the tool in that way that the provision of feedback 

should be possible. The public administration should have the possibility to respond to 

citizens’ comments posted on the opinion map and other user should be able to comment to 

or to like the posting. Of course, the Opinion Map is not a feature designed for writing answers 

or making promises but taking action connected to the comments. However, with no feedback 

of the City Administration, it seems that the citizens´ opinions are not taken into account. 

Hence the City Administration answered a few times to the citizens through comments under 

the name of FUPOL GRAD ZAGREB. This unfortunately does not mean that the citizen who 

left a comment or a question read the reply.  

 

The goal of this tool is to gather opinions and to have an oversight on their content so they 

could be taken into account in the process of decision-making. The problem with the tool is 

that, if there are a lot of opinions on the map, it becomes overcrowded and it’s hard to keep 

track of the opinions. If we try retrieving the content throughout Campaign Data by searching 

only the opinion maps, we can get the content of the opinions but they are not connected to 

the map. Since citizens left their opinions on the map, they did not write the whereabouts in 

their comments. This makes the opinion map with many opinions impossible to follow i.e. the 

opinion without a map is useless. It would already help if the clicking on a comment in 

Campaign Data would show where this pin is placed on the map. The tool could also ask from 

the user to put more precise spot in the map by choosing the address or its proximity. That 

would make the listed content more precise and easier to use.  

Territorial boundaries have to be considered on the Opinion Map too. The boundaries are the 

boundaries of the counties adjacent to the City of Zagreb. Zagreb County territory should be 

divided into neighborhoods. Then maybe also increase or expand the existing rectangle and 

offer more. It would be great to link it up with existing applications such as “My Zagreb” 

portal https://moj.zagreb.hr/. 

The previous suggestion remains the same, the tool should provide the ability to export 

entered opinions in text format in Excel or Word, with some additional feature that would 

connect the comment to the map or write the approximate position. There should be a 

features for facilitators to delete all the empty/ blank pins. 

  

https://moj.zagreb.hr/
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Citizen GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

Citizen GUI is satisfactory because citizens can post their opinions and suggestions for 

precisely chosen location on the map and the city administration can identify the location 

related to the post.  

 

The need for additional improvements may appear in the future regular use like the possibility 

of connection with Zagreb GeoPortal which citizens already use and which allows more 

detailed overview of the locations in the city.  

 

When someone is leaving a pin (opinion) on the map, it would be useful to have an option to 

send an email with the content of the pin to the email address of the responsible person in 

the City. 

The opinion map is one of the most important tools for detecting citizens’ needs and opinions 

and for its business value citizen GUI is crucial.  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

X Ready for further exploitation 
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4.4.6 Questionnaires 

 

In the City of Zagreb the questionnaires are used for analysing sensory profile of autistic 

children, Wi-Fi Wireless Mesh network in Zagreb and for evaluating the FUPOL approach and 

the platform. The statistical analysis of citizens' activities on these questionnaires is presented 

in the table 4.2.2. 

 

Table 4.2.2: The statistical analysis of using questionnaires 

Questionnaires 
Number of completed 

questionnaires 

Sensory profile 149 

FUPOL evaluation 45 

Wi-Fi Wireless Mesh network 15 

 

 

Definition of a questionnaire 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

A questionnaire is a very useful feature. In a phase of defining a questionnaire it satisfies the 

needs of public administrators. The main improvements should be done in the area of 

https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/wicket/page?75-2.ILinkListener-campaignTabs-panel-questionnaireDataDictionary-questionnaireDataView-2-viewQuestionnaire
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presenting the results of questionnaires. This feature should allow different views of the 

results (graphs), the option of processing and analyzing the results by different criteria from 

questionnaires and export function in Excel, for example. 

 

When you create a questionnaire, choose multiple choice answer and option that citizen must 

select between 1 and 3, in the final questionnaire the citizen get information: “Select up to 0 

items from the following list.”  

In a questionnaire it should be better to have the option to get the answer YES or NO for 

initially entered question (the text that is shown as the question itself), rather than adding 

the possible answer for the question. 

 

Citizen GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

The citizens can simply use this feature. There are no barriers for their participation in the 

different surveys that can be undertaken by the City of Zagreb. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation 
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4.4.7 Heat maps 

The function aims at a location based visualisation of postings. It helps users to identify “hot 

spots”, means places with a lot of postings in general or for a specific policy topic.  The map 

based visualisation helps to better understand the root cause.  

 

Heat map GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

This function is very useful because it provides general but also detailed information about 

the number and the location of posts. This location based visualisation of postings gives the 

possibility to quickly detect the locations with greater number of posts and if there is a need 

for detailed search it is possible to have a closer look and detect all the relevant details. The 

business value of this function is the fact that it points out the area with the most postings 

for a specific topic that could help public administrators to recognize the city districts most 

interested in the concrete topic. This information is very important for decision makers in 

evaluating the value of these postings and making decisions regarding some topics.  

 

In the Heat Map change the icon Sina Weibo into the Opinion Map icon. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

X Ready for further exploitation 
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4.4.8 Hot Topic Sensing 

The functionality aims at extracting topics (including short term topics and long term policy 

topics). Overall these functions should assist users in analysing a large number of postings / 

articles obtained from the social network aggregation, which manually would mean a lot of 

work.   

 

The bottom-up approach allows identifying new policy topics, which have not been identified 

yet, with little effort compared to a manual analysis. There are two different ways of 

categorization: simple and advanced. 

 

Identification of Hot Topics and definition of categories – Simple categorizer 

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

This function is very useful because it provides the easiest way of searching a lot of social 

media posts and their categorization by the categories selected by the user. This categorizer 

works very well, the categories are assigned correctly and highlighting by the key words is 

available. It is very helpful for public administrators for recognizing the hot topics in the city.  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

X Ready for further exploitation  
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Identification of Hot Topics and definition of categories – Advanced categorizer 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

This function is useful because the user can create a category by selecting relevant topic 

words and as a result the user should easily analyse a large number of postings and articles 

obtained from the social networks and other media. It also has the possibility to modify 

existing categories by adding or removing topic words, and thus facilitate the search. With 

some improvement, this function will allow the user to identify new policy topics just in few 

steps which will have a great value for public administration.  

 

At this moment the accuracy of this algorithm is not at a high level. It should be improved. 

To many posts the category is not assigned, and a large number of categories were assigned, 

to which it really does not belong. So, it requires a lot of manual work by public administrators. 

The advantage is that in the meantime manually assigning categories to individual posts and 

modifying and deleting them has been enabled. Still, to employees of the city administration 

is not quite clear what represents value and what represents probability by which the topic 

words are sorted.  

 

With these improvements the business value of this functionality is significant because it 

should provide obtaining the results with less effort in shorter period of time which means 

less spent working hours for public administration.          

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  
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O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation  

 

4.4.9 Topic Summarization 

 

The functionality provides a summary of all postings. This helps users to analyse large 

volumes of postings, which otherwise manually would mean a lot effort.  

 

Topics Summarisation  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

This feature was assessed as very useful in the City of Zagreb because it allows a quick 

overview of each topic and making a decision more easily about including this topic in the 

created category. In this way it can provide a more precise definition of the category with the 

accompanying words, which should eventually result in better search results by the category. 

This feature works well and it is ready for further application in practice. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

X Ready for further exploitation  
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4.4.10 Knowledge Database and Visualization 

 

The functionality aims at supporting users in identifying all relevant data for a specific policy 

problem and visualising them. The feature has DBPEDIA and FREEBASE as a source. 

 

Sourcing of information  

Example Screenshot (s): 

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

Data for Croatia and Zagreb for most topics are not available in DBPEDIA and FREEBASE that 

are used as the sources, so this functionality may not have significant application in the City 

of Zagreb at this moment. It is recommended to provide adequate database and set it as a 

new source. 

 

Visualisation of information  

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues and suggested improvements  

When trying to visualize information, the above graphs are obtained and show the limited 

data that are available for Croatia and Zagreb. Therefore, this functionality currently is not so 

useful for the City of Zagreb. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- X Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- O Fit for user testing  

- O Ready for further exploitation  
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4.4.11 Social Media Dashboard 

 

Dashboard Visualisation  

Overall the dashboard visualisation supports the task of identifying issues at a glance. 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

 

Issues and suggested improvements  

This functionality provides a very simple visualisation of relevant social media data which 

helps the PR of the public administration to detect the social networks with most posts and 

most common topics. It helps to see which social media windows are the most important for 

a certain campaign.  

 

Besides the Dashboard offers the other interesting visualizations, including top authors, top 

categories, top links etc. The business value of this functionality is the possibility for the PR 

of public administration to easily get the information about topics of great importance for the 

citizens and more details about them. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- O Fit for user testing  

- X Ready for further exploitation  
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4.4.12 Visualization of Statistical Data 

The function supports the process “objective analysis” of data. It compares statistical 

indicators relevant for a specific policy problem 

- Different indicators of the same city  

- The same indicators of different cities  

Note: The current source is EUROSTAT at the moment, because it is the only database which 

ensures harmonized data.  

 

Visual Search  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

Currently, the only available source is EUROSTAT and there is no possibility to search and 

select some other sources of statistical data. There is only the possibility to choose one of 

the listed domains from the EUROSTAT itself. 
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Indicator Visualisation  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

This feature provides the ability to visualize the data available through EUROSTAT for a 

selected area. There are different types of visualization, stick charts, pie charts, line charts, 

bar charts, data displays in a tabular format and so on. Some images, such as Sema Graph 

shown above, are very incomprehensible and it is not easy to get the data that they show. 

The current problem is the inability to search according to desired criteria and the 

unavailability of certain data for Croatia and the City of Zagreb. 
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Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- X Fit for user testing  

- O Ready for further exploitation  

 

4.4.13 Visual Social Data Analysis (SEMAVIS) 

Visualisation should provide new approaches to get an understanding for the issues regarding 

policy making. To support stakeholders in understanding citizens’ opinions, the social media 

analysis should help to identify them. Based on the observation of upcoming topics, 

stakeholders should be able to drill-down on concrete problems and what ideas do be 

mentioned there to solve it. The analysts can observe the relevance development of topics 

by time, for a new upcoming topic can click on it for further information etc. 

 

Topic (Category) visualisation  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

Issues and suggested improvements  

This functionality provides visualisation of relevant social media data on specific topic 

(category) and also compares the presence of particular topics in social media within a certain 

period of time. Users can visually identify recent changes as well as analyse the current status 

and historical trends.  
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This feature would be useful for PR of the local administration if it visualizing all aspects of 

using social media data. At this moment, it is based on visualizing hot topics / created 

categories.  

 

It would be useful to have more graphical options for data representation. Then the user 

would be able to select the type of visualization that he prefers and also get more precise 

information about the selected topics (categories). 

 

Drill down visualisation  

This feature offers more graphical representation of social media data: 

- Semap 

- SemaGraph 

- SemaSpace 

- SemaTime 

- SemaSun 

- SemaContent 

- SemaHorn 

Below are the screenshots of some graphs. 

 

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues and suggested improvements  

After the topic/category visualisation, the drill down visualisation provides further details 

about these topics/categories. It is possible to choose between already mentioned 

visualizations.  

In Semap it is possible to filter by 3 criterias: channel, post and user. In that way we can see 

which is the most represented channel or user. Also using these graphs we can check which 

posts belong to which category. 

In SemaGraph it is possible to visualize the categories and the posts for every category. It 

would be very useful to have some additional information about the number of posts, the 

source of posts etc.  Now it is possible to get this information only for every post separately.  

In SemaSpace it is very difficult to follow the interconnections between posts, channels, roles 

and users. It is useful to have all these components on the same graph, but the suggestion 

is to provide more user-friendly representation. 

In SemaTime it is possible to reach the posts per day, but if there are a lot of posts it is poor 

visibility. The number of posts per day would be more useful. The purpose of the SemaSun 

graph is not entirely clear. Some additional explanation is needed. 

The SemaContent graph offers more details about every post. It is useful, but if we have a 

lot of posts it is difficult to check information for every post separately. 

The purpose of the SemaHorn graph is not entirely clear. Some additional explanation is 

needed.  

Normally, the function should be useful because it visualy shows the data on a specific topic, 

number and author of posts and the date of posting which should help the PR to obtain the 

trends from the media.  

The visualization is supposed to simplify the analysis of collected data, get a quicker insight 

and easily choose the relevant parameters. The current visualization has room for 

improvement, because sometimes all the graphs and data overload make it difficult to detect 

the needed results and this reduces the value of data visualisation.  
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Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- X Fit for user testing  

- O Ready for further exploitation  

 

4.4.14 Simulation and Impact Visualization 

 

The simulation enables a virtual evaluation of policies. Therefore the statistical history of 

indicators is used to generate forecast based on mathematical models, in dependency of 

identified influencing indicators which can be addressed with a policy.  

In the FUPOL policy process the aspect of simulation plays an important role, thus this allows 

to identify predicted impacts on policy indicators or other influencing factors.  

 

Simulation model and Simulator 

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

The FUPOL simulation model and simulator should be a feature of great business value 

because it could help to simulate the implementation of project proposals before they are 

formally accepted by the decision maker / City Assembly. In this way, prior to the legislative 

procedure, eventual shortcomings of the project could be corrected. Without the simulator, 

those shortcomings could be detected in the late stage of implementation which could cause 

additional expenses.  

 

In the previous period three workshops were held for the simulator evaluation. Versions 3, 4 

and 5 of the simulator named "Zagreb Open Green Park Simulation” have been evaluated. 

The last delivered version of simulator has included a lot of earlier given suggestions for 

improvement, so now it meets the needs of the city administration in the park design and all 

of its contents in much larger extent. Also, the option that provides display of map area at 

which the park can be designed has been implemented in four different ways (map 

resources): Google Road, Google Satellite, OSM and Geoportal API. Of course, there is a 

space for improvement and concrete proposals are listed below.  

 

If we want to achieve all potential benefits of the simulator, it is recommended to implement 

the following improvements: 

1. Area (zone) that has already been drawn is not possible to move in space. The option 

“Move area” should be added. 

2. Drawing of areas is very impractical, all lines must be straight, and there is no 

possibility of curved lines that would, for instance, follow the road or the trails for 

bikes. 
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3. While adding activities/facilities it would be useful to have an option which allows 

entering total amount of same activity or facility which will be used. For example we 

have to enter bench one by one instead adding 10 benches at once. 

4. An option for creating a new object with parameters should be added. Now it is 

possible to add new activities, but it is not clear how it will be represented in the 

graph, as facility or activity. 

5. When adding activities to the map there are too many object parameters which 

have to be entered over and over again for every activity. Too much time is wasted 

on that. 

6. Complete review of zones, activities and users should be on one page. 

7. It should be useful to have the possibility to edit simulation even if it is finished, for 

example to change only one parameter and save simulation under the different 

name.  

8. There is no standardization of certain options (prescribed norms) -e.g. for zone 

sizes. The City of Zagreb should define the minimum acceptable size of zones and 

how many people at once can use a particular zone. 

 

Impact Visualization 

 

SemaVis Visualisation has not been used for visual display of indicators and results of 

simulation in the City of Zagreb for Zagreb green park simulation. Therefore, this functionality 

isn’t even evaluated in the City of Zagreb. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- X Fit for user testing  

- O Ready for further exploitation  

 

4.5 Summary of evaluation questionnaires 

 

Below is given the summary of results of evaluation for all FUPOL features, tables 4.3.1 to 

4.3.4. More than 20 public administrators participated in the evaluation of individual features. 

 

Table 4.3.1: Evaluation of the FUPOL platform 

No Question Average grade (1 – 5) 

1.  

FUPOL platform entirely covers all the 

functionality arising from the needs of users while 

creating the city's policies 

3.5 
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2.  
FUPOL platform has a good interface, easy to use 

by users 
3.78 

3.  

FUPOL feature "Campaign" provides an 

opportunity for input and monitor of all 

parameters essential in creating the city's policies 

4 

4.  

FUPOL feature "Social media window / social 

media aggregation" provides an opportunity for 

the input of all relevant sources, easy search and 

meaningful results 

3.84 

5.  

FUPOL feature "Opinion maps" provides the 

ability to create maps easily and monitoring the 

entered opinions 

4.14 

6.  

FUPOL feature "Questionnaires" offers the 

possibility of creating a questionnaire easily as 

well as analysis and different representations of 

the results 

3.71 

7.  

FUPOL feature "Dashboard” offers the possibility 

of necessary graphical representation of social 

media data 

3.84 

8.  

FUPOL feature "Data Dictionary" provides good 

overview of the data collected for the current 

campaign 

3.78 

9.  

FUPOL feature "Heat Maps" provides information 

about the concentration of posts based on their 

location using simple graphical representation 

4 

10.  
FUPOL platform is efficient, provides a fast 

operation and short response of the system 
3.85 

11.  

The results obtained by using the FUPOL platform 

are extremely useful in the process of selecting 

areas for creating urban policies (agenda setting) 

4.07 

12.  

The results obtained by using the FUPOL platform 

are extremely useful in the phases of analysis and 

creating the urban policies 

3.78 

13.  

The results obtained by using the FUPOL platform 

are extremely useful in the process of 

implementing and monitoring the urban policies 

3.57 

14.  
In general I am satisfied with FUPOL platform 

and I would recommend it to the other cities 
4.21 

 

Total grade 
 

3.86 
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Table 4.3.2: Evaluation of the HTS (Hot Topic Sensing) feature   

No Question Average grade (1 – 5) 

1.  

This component entirely covers all the needs of 

users for browsing and identifying hot topics 

among the collected social media data 

3.64 

2.  

Top words obtained by applying HTS component 

are understandable and related to each other, so 

it`s easy to name the topic to which they are 

related 

3.57 

3.  

Top words obtained by applying the HTS 

component are really the key words within 

individual posts of the social media data  

3.71 

4.  

By Using the HTS component it is easy to create 

the categories and use them for tracking social 

media and expressing the interest  

3.85 

5.  HTS has a good interface, easy to use by users 3.57 

6.  
HTS results are clearly presented and could be 

easily analyzed 
3.71 

7.  

This component is efficient, provides a fast 

operation, without long waiting the response of 

the system.  

3.78 

8.  

The results obtained by using the HTS 

component are extremely useful in the process of 

selecting areas for creating urban policies 

(agenda setting)  

3.78 

9.  

The results obtained by using the HTS 

component are extremely useful in the phases of 

analysis and creating the urban policies 

3.92 

10.  

The results obtained by using the HTS 

component are extremely useful in the process of 

implementing and monitoring the urban policies 

3.92 

11.  
In general I am satisfied with the HTS component 

and I would recommend it to the other cities 
4.21 

Total grade 3.79 

 

Table 4.3.3: Evaluation of the Visualisation feature   

No Question Average grade (1 – 5) 

1.  

This component entirely covers all the needs of 

users while visualizing social media data from the 

FUPOL campaign  

3.57 
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2.  

This component entirely covers  all the needs of 

users while visualizing statistic data important in 

the policy creation process 

3.64 

3.  
Visualization has a good interface, easy to use by 

users 
3.5 

4.  
Visualization results are clearly presented and 

could be easily analyzed 
3.21 

5.  

It is possible to change the type of visualization 

easily and choose a different type of graphical 

presentation of the selected data, the most 

suitable for me 

3.64 

6.  

This component is efficient, provides a fast 

operation, without long waiting the response of 

the system. 

3.5 

7.  

The results obtained using the Visualization 

component are extremely useful in the process 

of selecting areas for creating urban policies 

(agenda setting) 

3.21 

8.  

The results obtained by using the Visualization 

component are extremely useful in the phases of 

analysis and creating the urban policies 

3.21 

9.  

The results obtained by using the Visualization 

component are extremely useful in the process 

of implementing and monitoring the urban 

policies 

3.21 

10.  

In general I am satisfied with the Visualization 

component and I would recommend it to the 

other cities 

3.42 

 

Total grade 

 

3.41 

 

Table 4.3.4: Evaluation of the Simulator   

No Question Average grade (1 – 

5) 

1.  

Simulator completely covers all functionalities 

defined by simulation model and user 

requirements 3.63 

2.  Simulator provides meaningful and useful results 3.44 

3.  
Simulator has a good interface, easy to use by 

the user 4.06 
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4.  

The user can set input parameters for the 

simulation and add new ones, depending on 

specific needs 4.19 

5.  Simulations are performed quickly, in a short time 4.06 

6.  
Simulation results are extremely useful in 

planning the construction of playgrounds 3.53 

7.  
Generally I'm satisfied with the simulator and I 

would recommend it to other cities 3.81 

Total grade  3.82 
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4.6 Conclusion 

 

The evaluation of the second implemented pilot in the City of Zagreb has shown that the 

FUPOL approach and the ICT platform mostly met the expectations of the public 

administrators and citizens. The FUPOL platform has responded to the needs of the City as a 

user, in a way that helps it make better policies according to citizens’ requirements and 

suggestions. 

The FUPOL campaign results represent a useful data supplement to the data gathered by 

using standard methods. The City of Zagreb, as a potential future user of the FUPOL tool, 

does not have any doubt that the tool would be useful in designing better solutions and 

strategies being in accordance with the citizens´ needs and requirements, which will 

automatically increase the acceptance of the policy measures. 

However, it is necessary to implement the proposed improvements to provide the benefits 

envisage in the FUPOL approach. 

The success of the implemented FUPOL features is totally dependent on the willingness of 

the citizens to use them. During the first pilot implementation in Zagreb the readiness of the 

stakeholders to use the FUPOL tools and their involvement in the participation activities was 

not equal to the effort invested to encourage them to get involved in the testing. 

In Pilot 2, the situation has improved, but regardless of the effort (workshops held, published 

calls for using FUPOL on web pages that citizens frequently visit - Zagreb web sites, 

companies that provide utility and similar services of interest to citizens, Zagreb tourist 

boards, nongovernmental organisations, new campaigns of great interest for citizens, new 

design of the FUPOL BlogSpot page, articles in the newspapers, press conferences etc.) the 

City of Zagreb still had difficulties to encourage the citizens to use and test the tools.  

It is for sure that the City of Zagreb will use the FUPOL tool in order to invite its citizen to 

participate in the policy design. However, from the experience of the City of Zagreb it can o 

be stated that the introduction of a tool like FUPOL is a process that lasts and requires a lot 

of work and persistence in the area of awareness raising among all stakeholders in order to 

achieve its full implementation and benefits foreseen. 
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5 The second pilot evaluation - YANTAI 

5.1 Status of the pilot 

 

In light of the working plan agreed with the FUPOL partners, the Yantai project team 

concentrated on the usage of the FUPOL platform, on testing and improving of the FUPOL 

features and on providing feedbacks.  

 

The Yantai project received high-level support and endorsement. Yantai municipal 

government and Yantai Economic and Information Industry Committee provided detailed 

guidance and solicited support from crosscutting government agencies in FUOPL project 

implementation activities.  

5.2 Impact and Achievements using FUPOL 

 

Usage of platform 

The pilot activities started with the planning and developing of two new campaigns featuring 

FUPOL functions and putting them on the FUPOL.cn, and links with the Yantai city government 

portal.  

The first campaign was established on 7th November, 2014. The campaign was focused on 

the city planning domain. The second one was established on 1st December, 2014 which was 

focused on economic simulation and on the industry analysis domain. Relevant links are listed 

in the government portal which provided easy access and coverage from general public, and 

involved government institutions and business communities.  

Now there are 10 campaigns remaining in the campaign list. The “Yantai Economic 

Simulation” and “Deployment of Additional Community Recycling Centers” are two new 

campaigns for current evaluation. The “Media Watch” is used to test the category function.  

 

 

 
 

The Yantai pilot has organized and encouraged citizens to be involved in the online 

questionnaires. The promotion and communication campaigns were conducted to facilitate 
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the take up. Up to now two campaigns have already gathered 335 feedbacks, which is shown 

in the table below. 

 

Campaign 
Questionnaire 

Feedback 

Opinion Map 

Feedback 

Deployment of 

Additional 

Community 

Recycling Centers 

in Yantai 

221 208 

Economic 

Simulation and 

Industry 

Information 

Analysis 

66 67 

 

Involvement of Citizens 

 

For the first project campaign we tried to use social media (TencentMicroblog) to disseminate 

the questionnaire. For the second campaign, we have invited the decision makers and 

technical staff from municipal departments and industries (For instance, Yantai Economic and 

Technology Committee, Yantai Urban Planning Bureau, Inspur group, Yantai Wanhua Co.Ltd, 

Yantai RuiheCo.Ltd, YantaiHuiTong electronic CO. Ltd etc.) to attend the focus group 

conference, to introduce the FUPOL platform and asking them to join the test of the second 

campaign. Considerable efforts and know how was required to communicate and engage with 

the key stakeholders.  

 

The above mentioned government agencies and companies belong to different government 

institutions. The Yantai project team has developed an information package including 

operation manual, flyers and PowerPoint presentations to introduce the background and the 

features of FUPOL. They have gathered support and collaboration from major government 

agencies and businesses. Additional training sessions were organized for the representatives 

and experts participated in the campaign (see attached pictures). Great efforts have been 

required to align the project objectives and to illustrate project methodology. 

 

The Yantai team has successfully enlisted the involvement and the participation of major 

agencies (public and private) to ensure the quality of the data collection. This has allowed to 

test the FUPOL features by the target audience. Some of relevant institutions are shown in 

the following table: 

 

 

Name Contact person Contact 

https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/wicket/page?14-2.ILinkListener-campaignTabs-panel-opinionMapDataDictionary-opinionMapDataView-2-viewOpinionMap
https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/wicket/page?14-2.ILinkListener-campaignTabs-panel-opinionMapDataDictionary-opinionMapDataView-2-viewOpinionMap
https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/wicket/page?14-2.ILinkListener-campaignTabs-panel-opinionMapDataDictionary-opinionMapDataView-2-viewOpinionMap
https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/wicket/page?14-2.ILinkListener-campaignTabs-panel-opinionMapDataDictionary-opinionMapDataView-2-viewOpinionMap
https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/wicket/page?14-2.ILinkListener-campaignTabs-panel-opinionMapDataDictionary-opinionMapDataView-2-viewOpinionMap
https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/wicket/page?16-1.ILinkListener-campaignTabs-panel-opinionMapDataDictionary-opinionMapDataView-1-viewOpinionMap
https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/wicket/page?16-1.ILinkListener-campaignTabs-panel-opinionMapDataDictionary-opinionMapDataView-1-viewOpinionMap
https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/wicket/page?16-1.ILinkListener-campaignTabs-panel-opinionMapDataDictionary-opinionMapDataView-1-viewOpinionMap
https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/wicket/page?16-1.ILinkListener-campaignTabs-panel-opinionMapDataDictionary-opinionMapDataView-1-viewOpinionMap
https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/wicket/page?16-1.ILinkListener-campaignTabs-panel-opinionMapDataDictionary-opinionMapDataView-1-viewOpinionMap
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Yantai Economic and 

Information Committee 

Zhang Feng 0535 6247140 

Yantai Urban Planning 

Bureau  

Luan Shaopeng 186 6382 6811 

YantaiWanhuaCo.Ltd Su xiaojie 181 5351 7556 

YantaiHuiTongCo,Ltd Zhang Qingtao 13854549123 

YantaiRuiheCo.Ltd Zhu guangjun 13356988253 

Yantai Jin Xin Electronic 

Company 

Su Jiazhi 136 564 58677 

YantaiXintongCo,Ltd FengShaoCheng 135 898 17055 

Inspur,Shandong Shi Zenglei 186 7887 6777 

 

9thMarch, 2015 an additional training session (via Skype) has been organized by Cellent and 

executed by RAU for the Yantai Pilot Team. Seven project officers from two campaign teams 

attended the training. Considering that the seven officers are involved in the planning and 

management of the campaign, as well as in the communication and liaison with external 

stakeholders, the training was of significant value for the team and the pilot activities. Certain 

issues were further clarified, project managers’ capacity in managing the campaign were 

improved. (Attachment 4). The training has enabled a clear understanding of the FUPOL 

platform and social media related issues. 

 

Activities Schedule Table: 

 

Date Participator Activity 

12th January, 2015 

2 Government 

departments, 6 

companies. 

FUPOL Training 

Workshop(i), Yantai 

4th, February, 2015 

1 Government 

department, 4 

companies. 

FUPOL Training 

Workshop(ii), Yantai 

9th March, 2015 7 participators FUPOL Online Training 

 

5.3 Lessons learned 

Electronic tools and method are well received in China. Both cititzens, companies and the 

administration are open to use them. The main problem is of a technical nature. Services like 

Facebook, Twitter, Blogspot and Google maps are blocked in China. Hence it is not possible 

to use all the FUPOL capabilities as in the rest of the world.  
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5.4 The evaluation summary of the FUPOL features 

5.4.1 Administration part 

This part is dedicated to user administration. 

 

Show user list 

 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

User list works well, administrator could add, show and edit user conveniently. 

 

View user  

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

The technical goal of the function has already been reached. The administrator could view 

user’s details conveniently. 

 

Edit user  

 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

The administrator should edit user(s) conveniently, relevant edit function includes: set user’s 

name, surname, gender, DoB, Roles, identification etc. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing 

X Ready for further exploitation  

 

5.4.2 Integration Unified GUI / User interface 

The unified GUI allows the users to access the different functions of FUPOL from a single 

entry point and in the same way. It simplifies the day-to-day operation of FUPOL and the 

effort required to train new user.  
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Unified GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

The Dashboard has been integrated into the start page. All statistical data of the last 14 days 

could be viewed directly on the start page. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- O Fit for user testing  

- X Ready for further exploitation  

 

5.4.3 Campaign 

The functionality is supporting creating and managing the campaigns, including social media, 

questionnaires, opinion maps etc. 
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Add campaign  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

All necessary factors, including campaign name, description, duration, key roles definition 

and team members etc., are covered in the ‘Add Campaign’ page. User could define new 

campaign correctly and conveniently. 

 

Show campaign list  

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

Campaign list is convenient to be used. All campaigns could be ordered by establishment time. 

Users could choose ‘My Campaign’ button to view their own campaigns. 

 

View campaign 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

None 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing 

X Ready for further exploitation 

 

5.4.4 Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display 

The functionality is supporting passive participation and aims at collecting relevant data from 

as many sources as possible.  

It should enlarge the view of politicians in the policy problem identification, analysis and 

dialogue phase by combining social media sources, newspapers and audio / TV.  

FUPOL allows sourcing within a variety of targets (specific Facebook pages, Twitter hashtags 

etc.).  
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Social Media  Window  -  Definition of Sources  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

None 

 

Social Media Window -  Single Window Display of results (including filtering)  

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

The social media window could satisfy Yantai pilot’s needs. It could display relevant 

information clearly and rapidly. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

x Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation 
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5.4.5 Opinion Map 

The functionality is supporting active participation and provides a location based feedback 

from citizens.  A location based topic is typical for urban policies. (e.g. land use of certain 

areas, renovation of certain places and buildings, …)  

 

Definition of an opinion map  

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

The opinion map is based on the Google Map platform. The google map service has been 

blocked recently; Chinese users have to use a VPN to link the Opinion Map. Otherwise the 

map will not be displayed. Therefore at the moment it is not suitable within China for broad 

deployment.  

 

FUPOL should consider applying another universal applicable map platform. The Opinion 

maps are a strong tool for the dialogue between government and citizen. Additionally it is 

useful for impact visualisation, simulation of results in urban planning and geographic related 

decision making. Given the popularity of Baidu map and other map service provider in China, 

additional efforts should be made to comply with the Chinese market.  
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Citizen GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

Posting word limitation should have a clear word description. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation 

 

5.4.6 Questionnaires 

The functionality supports the creation and administering of questionnaires and the 

production of statistics based on the answers given. 
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Definition of questionnaire  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

Questionnaires play an important role in the Yantai Pilot and are more useful one than Opinion 

Maps (common citizens could view and provide questionnaire easily without using VPN). The 

function provides decision makers an easy way to know about publics’ opinions towards 

administration issues they care about.  

The questionnaires are very user friendly. They facilitate the understanding of the citizens´ 

opinions for the decision maker. The questionnaire, however, need to be carefully designed 

to avoid problems of misunderstanding and misleading. The tool will be better applied with 

support of press releases and communication campaigns to maximise the impact.  
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Citizen GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

The citizen GUI is clear and easy to be used. The questionnaire function can be widely 

adopted and used by the municipality to collect public opinion, and interact with the public.  
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Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

X Ready for further exploitation 

 

5.4.7 Heat maps 

The function aims at a location based visualisation of postings. It helps users to identify “hot 

spots”. These are places with a lot of postings in general or for a specific policy topic.  The 

map based visualisation helps to better understand the root cause.  
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Heat map GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues,  suggested improvements and their business value 

None 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation 

 

5.4.8 Hot Topic Sensing 

The functionality aims at extracting topics (including short term topics and long term policy 

topics).Overall these functions should assist users in analysing a large number of postings / 

articles obtained from the social network aggregation, which manually would mean a lot of 

work.   

 

The bottom-up approach allows identifying new policy topics, which have not been identified 

yet, with little effort compared to a manual analysis.  
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Identification of Hot Topics and definition of categories  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

Issues,  suggested improvements and their business value 

Case-example analysis: 

1) There are Hot Topics proposed 

The testing result is:  about 80% of the proposed topics make sense 20% do not make 

sense. 

 

2) Categorisation  

 

There are two methods of categorizing “simple” and “advanced”, reflected in the campaigns 

 

Simple Categorisation: About 40% matches, 50 % do not match, 10% not categorized. 

Here we take the campaign ‘Media Watch’ as an example. We have added 17 categories into 

“Media Watch” campaign’s social media feature. All categories are following the standard 

categories document and have already been translated into Chinese. 

Advanced Categorisation: 80% match, 10 % do not match, 10% not categorized. 
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Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

X Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation  

 

5.4.9 Topic Summarization 

 

The functionality provides a summary of all postings. This helps users to analyse large 

volumes of postings, which otherwise manually would mean a lot effort.  

 

Topics Summarisation  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

The function allows users to view all topics quickly. The users could include keywords into 

the category easily. The function could help users to create an efficient category. This feature 

works well and it is ready for further application in practice. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  
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O Fit for user testing  

X Ready for further exploitation  

 

5.4.10 Knowledge Database and Visualization 

 

The functionality aims at supporting users in identifying all relevant data for a specific policy 

problem and visualising them. The feature has DBPEDIA and FREEBASE as a source. 

 

Sourcing of information  

Example Screenshot (s): 

 

 

 
 

The sources of the Knowledge Browser are restricted to FREEBASE and DBPEDIA and 

therefore limited.  

 

 

Issues and suggested improvements  

 

Additional sources will be required to provide useful information.  

 

Visualisation of information  

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues and suggested improvements  

 

Clicking on the information does not provide any additional information, it is suggested to use 

this to display more information (e.g. details about the Shandong Institute, if clicking on it)  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- X  Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- O Fit for user testing  

- O Ready for further exploitation  
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5.4.11 Social Media Dashboard 

 

Dashboard Visualisation  

Overall the dashboard visualisation supports the task of identifying issues at a glance. 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

 

Issues and suggested improvements  

None 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O  Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- O Fit for user testing  

- X Ready for further exploitation  

 

5.4.12 Visualization of Statistical Data 

 

The function supports the process “objective analysis” of data. It compares statistical 

indicators relevant for a specific policy problem 

 

- Different indicators of the same city  

- The same indicators of different cities  

 

Note: The current source is EUROSTAT at the moment, because it is the only database which 

ensures harmonized data.  
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Visual Search  

 

Yantai did not need to test this feature, because there are no data for China.  

 

Indicator Visualisation  

 

Yantai did not test this feature, because there are no data for China.  

 

5.4.13 Visual Social Data Analysis (SEMAVIS) 

Yantai did not test this feature, because there are no social media data. Note that Facebook, 

Twitter and Blogspot do not work in China. Consequently there are no data for Visual Social 

Data Analysis. 

 

5.4.14 Simulation and Impact Visualization 

 

The simulation enables a virtual evaluation of policies. Therefore the statistical history of 

indicators is used to generate forecast based on mathematical models, in dependency of 

identified influencing indicators which can be addressed with a policy.  

 

In the FUPOL policy process the aspect of simulation plays an important role, thus this allows 

to identify predicted impacts on policy indicators or other influencing factors. To provide a 

better comprehension and transparency, some outcomes of the calculated simulation are 

visualized. After the computation of the simulation, the visualizations of SemaVis allow a 

detailed analysis to determine the impact of a planned policy. 
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Simulation model and Simulator 

 

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

Yantai is a municipal level city with significant industrial area consuming a large amount of 

electricity, gas and water, making air pollution, creating solid and liquid waste. Decision 

makers of Yantai government want to identify which companies are working more effectively 

and which ones are less valuable and should be closed and replaced. The simulator enables 

decision makers from relevant departments to reach this goal. 

 

The interface of the simulator is friendly, it provides tow language choices. The usage of the 

simulator is easy enough. Because the simulator is designed for decision makers therefore it 

has no publicly accessible content. The administrator could browse, edit, delete users through 

the user list model. 
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Up to now, 10 local companies have been involved into the simulation. The feedback of the 

simulation could provide valuable references to the decision makers of Yantai. 

 

Problem: 

Because the simulation is based on the overseas server, therefore the response time of the 

simulator is a bit long. (Commonly if users do not use VPN, the response time will be 2-5 

minutes)  

 

Impact Visualization 

 

SemaVis Visualisation has not been used for visual display of indicators and results of 

simulation in the City of Yantai. Therefore, this functionality isn’t even evaluated. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- OUnfit for user testing  

- O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- X Fit for user testing  

- O Ready for further exploitation  

 

5.5 Summary of evaluation questionnaires 

 

Evaluation of the FUPOL platform 

No Question Average grade (1 – 5) 

1.  

FUPOL platform entirely covers all the 

functionality arising from the needs of users while 

creating the city's policies 

3.3 

2.  
FUPOL platform has a good interface, easy to use 

by users 
4.51 

3.  

FUPOL feature "Campaign" provides an 

opportunity for input and monitoring of all 

parameters essential in creating the city's policies 

3.1 

4.  

FUPOL feature "Social media window / social 

media aggregation" provides an opportunity for 

the input of all relevant sources, easy search and 

meaningful results 

3.2 

5.  

FUPOL feature "Opinion maps" provides the 

ability to create maps easily and monitoring the 

entered opinions 

3.3 
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6.  

FUPOL feature "Questionnaires" offers the 

possibility of creating a questionnaire easily, the 

analysis and different representations of the 

results 

4.71 

7.  

FUPOL feature "Dashboard” offers the possibility 

of necessary graphical representation of social 

media data 

3.54 

8.  

FUPOL feature "Data Dictionary" provides good 

overview of the data collected for the current 

campaign 

3.28 

9.  

FUPOL feature "Heat Maps" provides information 

about the concentration of posts based on their 

location using simple graphical representation 

4 

10.  
FUPOL platform is efficient, provides a fast 

operation and quick response of the system 
3.45 

11.  

The results obtained using FUPOL platform are 

extremely useful in the process of selecting areas 

for creating urban policies (agenda setting) 

3.17 

12.  

The results obtained by using the FUPOL platform 

are extremely useful in the phases of analysis and 

creating the urban policies 

3.28 

13.  

The results obtained by using the FUPOL platform 

are extremely useful in the process of 

implementing and monitoring the urban policies 

3.12 

14.  
In general I am satisfied with the FUPOL platform 

and I would recommend it to the other cities 
3.24 

 Total grade 3.49 

 

 

 

Evaluation of the HTS (Hot Topic Sensing) feature 

 

No Question Average grade (1 – 5) 

1.  

This component entirely covers all the needs of 

users for browsing and identifying hot topics 

among the collected social media data 

3  

2.  

Top words obtained by applying the HTS 

component are understandable and related to 

each other, so it`s easy to name the topic to 

which they are related 

2.8 
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3.  

Top words obtained by applying the HTS 

component are really the key words within 

individual posts of the social media data  

 4.1 

4.  

By using the HTS component it is easy to create 

the categories and use them for tracking social 

media and expressing the interest  

2.9 

5.  HTS has a good interface, easy to use by users 5 

6.  
HTS results are clearly presented and could be 

easily analyzed 
4.71 

7.  
This component is efficient, provides a fast 

operation with quick response of the system.  
3.1 

8.  

The results obtained by using the HTS 

component are extremely useful in the process 

of selecting areas for creating urban policies 

(agenda setting)  

2.5 

9.  

The results obtained by using the HTS 

component are extremely useful in the phases 

of analysis and creating the urban policies 

3 

10.  

The results obtained by using the HTS 

component are extremely useful in the process 

of implementing and monitoring the urban 

policies 

4 

11.  

In general I am satisfied with the HTS 

component and I would recommend it to the 

other cities 

3 

 

Total grade 

 

 3.46 

 

 

Evaluation of the Simulator   

No Question Average grade (1 – 5) 

1.  

Simulator completely covers all functionalities 

defined by simulation model and user 

requirements 

4.3 

2.  Simulator provides meaningful and useful results 4.44 

3.  
Simulator has a good interface, easy to use by 

the user 
5 

4.  

The user can set input parameters for the 

simulation and add new ones, depending on 

specific needs 

4.4 
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5.  
Simulations are performed quickly, in a short 

time 
3 

6.  
Simulation results are extremely useful in 

economic structure optimization  
3.4 

7.  
Generally I'm satisfied with the simulator and I 

would recommend it to other cities 
3.6 

Total grade  4.02 

 

 

5.6 Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, through the evaluation of the platform, the main functions such as: user 

administration, campaign administration, opinion map and questionnaires administration, 

dashboard and social media window management etc. could generally satisfy the users’ 

requirements of the Yantai Pilot. However the main problem existed in the HTS function. In 

specific, the creation of social media window and relevant categories are ok, however, the 

category and the search results cannot match with each other perfectly.  

In addition, because twitter and Facebook cannot be used within China, therefore some 

functions of the platform cannot be tested.    
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6 The second pilot evaluation - SKOPJE 

6.1 Status of the pilot 

 

A number of activities were carried out in the last project year in the City of Skopje.  

A training session was held in May 2015 at premises of City of Skopje with the goal to educate 

administration about FUPOL tools. Most of the features, which were not clear were explained 

and demonstrated during this event. 

Two media campaigns were realized by using the FUPOL tools during this period, namely 

 “Usage bicycles as recreation and transport means in Skopje” and  

 “Horticultural arrangement in Skopje”. 

 

The following subsections explain details about citizen activities performed. 

 

6.1.1 Campaign about bicycle usage 

 

The campaign “Using Bicycles as Recreation and Transportation Means in Skopje” is 

the most successful campaign, out of all that were realized at the City of Skopje, according 

to all measured parameters: collected comments, useful feedback, public interest, etc.  

The campaign was supported by several non-profit organizations, such as “Na Tochak - a 

group of bicycle enthusiasts aiming at a more bicycle-friendly Skopje”.  

This campaign attracted sufficient public interest:  

 Using the FUPOL core platform, there are 9858 relevant collected posts on social 

networks, 

 The FUPOL interactive map has collected 386 citizen opinions, 

 The FUPOL questionnaire was populated by 167 citizens.  

This campaign has initiated a lot of attention and public reaction resulted with relatively big 

number of comments and posts. The following table summarizes the average views, likes and 

comments on the official Facebook pages. 
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Stats/Promotion views 

Likes 

and 

retweets 

comments 

official Facebook fan page of the City of Skopje 9858 215 247 

Facebook fan page of the Mayor of Skopje 32571 1572 327 

Facebook profile of the Mayor of Skopje, 

KoceTrajanovski 
/ 187 172 

official Twitter profile of the City of Skopje / 784 442 

official Twitter profile of the Mayor of Skopje / 624 375 

questionnaires / / 167 

the interactive map / / 386 

TOTAL 42429 3382 2116 

 

This campaign was also supported by a medium campaign resulting with the following 

coverage: 

 The info was published by 3 national print media (out of 6) 

 The info was published by 14 Internet portals  

 A story about bicycle infrastructure on TV, were there is mentioning of the FUPOL 

project, 1 on national TV station and 1 on a local TV station. 

 

6.1.2 Campaign about horticultural arrangement 

 

The campaign “Horticultural arrangement in Skopje” aims at collecting public opinion 

about places that need better horticultural arrangement, such as parks, and green areas. The 

idea was to collect public opinion about future outlook of some locations citizen initiatives, 

new locations etc. 

This campaign attracted the public interest by 30.09.2015 expressed by the following:  

 Using the FUPOL core platform, there are 5764 relevant collected posts on social 

networks, 

 The FUPOL interactive map has collected 31 citizen opinions, 

 The FUPOL questionnaire was populated by 48 citizens.  

This campaign has initiated a lot of attention and public reaction resulted with relatively big 

number of comments and posts on social networks, and the average number of views, likes 

and comments on the official Facebook and Twitter pages are summarized in the following 

table. 
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Stats/Promotion views 

Likes 

and 

retweets 

comments 

official Facebook fan page of the City of Skopje 6597 387 84 

Facebook fan page of the Mayor of Skopje 21304 536 39 

Facebook profile of the Mayor of Skopje, 

KoceTrajanovski 
/ 179 6 

official Twitter profile of the City of Skopje / 342 247 

official Twitter profile of the Mayor of Skopje / 673 124 

questionnaires / / 48 

the interactive map / / 31 

TOTAL 27901 2117 579 

 

This campaign was also supported by a medium campaign resulting with the following 

coverage: 

 The info was published by 5 national print media (out of 6) 

 The info was published by 9 Internet portals  

 

6.2 Impact and Achievements using FUPOL  

The FUPOL platform covers most of the functionalities arising from the needs of users while 

creating the city's policies. It is a very useful tool and it offers easy navigation and is easy to 

use. Skopje administration has started several projects based on using these tools, for 

example to upgrade the bicycle infrastructure in the City of Skopje. 

The FUPOL platform covers most of the functionalities arising from the needs of users while 

creating the city's policies. It is a very useful tool and it offers easy navigation and is easy to 

use.  

We have had a great number of citizens congratulate us on FUPOL because "the tools are 

very easy to use and it takes very little time to leave a comment". 

Skopje administration has started several projects based on using these tools, for example to 

upgrade the bicycle infrastructure in city of Skopje. 

The most important project that we started, based on information collected with 

the FUPOL tools and platform, is the project SKOPJE VELO GRAD 2017. Basically, 

we took all the comments, suggestions, ideas, criticisms... from the campaign “Using Bicycles 

as Recreation and Transportation Means in Skopje” and we did an analysis of the current 
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state of the bicycle infrastructure in Skopje. After this, by a decree of the Mayor, the City of 

Skopje created a special group with the sole purpose to improve the bicycle infrastructure in 

Skopje. This group used the data collected in the campaign “Using Bicycles as Recreation and 

Transportation Means in Skopje”, about what is wrong whit the current infrastructure (access 

to the bicycle tracks, obstacles on the tracks themselves, track roots...) and ideas of improving 

the status of the bicycle infrastructure in Skopje. 

All of the collected data was used in creating the project SKOPJE VELO GRAD 2017. 

With the project, in the next 3 years, the City of Skopje will build new or 

reconstruct over 51 kilometres of bicycle tracks, divided in 5 main bicycle roots 

and connectors. This is the greatest project in the past 50 years that will be 

implemented in Skopje involving bicycle infrastructure, were we estimate that the 

total investment will be over 2 million Euros.       

Another project from the campaign “Using Bicycles as Recreation and Transportation Means 

in Skopje” that was realized by utilizing the benefits from the tools from the FUPOL project, 

is the project about bicycle parking.  In the last few year the usage of bicycles as a transport 

and recreation vehicle has increased, and, unfortunately, as a side effect the number of 

bicycle thefts has dramatically increased (over 40 % in the last few years according reports 

from the ministry of internal affairs). In the comments and demands from the bicycle users 

to us was the instalment of safe places for parking bicycles, especially in the centre of the 

city.  

 

The City of Skopje group that was created for improvement the bicycle infrastructure analysed 

the terrain and the possibility of building (installing/placing) bicycle parking racks or stands. 

This led to two activities:  

 

1. The City of Skopje has sent a letter to all of the government institutions urging them to 

install bicycle parking racks or stands in front of all of their buildings. The City of Skopje has 

sent the same letter to all of the larger companies (private companies, banks, restaurants 

and cafe bars) who are located in the central city area. 

2. The City of Skopje started installing bicycle parking racks in front of all of our offices and 

buildings (City administration barracks, 21 high schools, 6 cultural institutions, the city Zoo, 

7 public enterprises...)   

 

Except this measures, the City of Skopje started installing bicycle parking racks 

or stands in every new building that we build. The first building that has bicycle 

parking racks is the new parking garage "Todor Aleksandrov", were besides the 

604 parking spaces for cars, it has 120 free parking spaces for bicycle.  
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6.3 Lessons learned 

- New improved versions were communicated to the partners, and necessary help 

options built along with user manual and description/explanation.  

- Training was organized in May and it covered all features that were unclear to us, 

explaining how to use the tools properly and use their potential.  

- Problems that occurred during previous periods were solved, especially those that 

appear with usage of multiple languages. 

- According to the voting among Skopje administration, the “Opinion map” tool is the 

best tool and most useful. We suggest an improvement addition to this tool, that 

extracts collected data automatically, to avoid copying of collected comments. 

- Questionnaires are the second tool according to the usefulness and we suggest 

addition for better visualisation of results and their interpretation. 

- Problems that temporarily occurred with using Facebook media aggregation were 

solved, and especially the part using the customized languages.  

 

6.4 The evaluation summary of the FUPOL features 

Campaigns can collect public opinion and help in making decisions. Social media window 

shortens the process of collecting and clustering. Opinion maps are voted as the best and 

most useful FUPOL tool by the City of Skopje and questionnaires as no.2 useful tool.  The 

Dashboard gives an excellent overview of social media on one place.  

The data dictionary is rather complex to understand, but once used to it, helps the process 

of clustering, summarization and comparison of information. Used only by one or two persons 

in the City of Skopje. 

Heat maps and hot topic sensing provide a good overview of what is happening and where. 

Hot topic sensing does not depend on the accuracy of the tool, but on the identification of 

the location of the Internet users and whether their comments refer to the given location. 

Some words that are language specific may mislead or not provide a good assessment for 

this tool. 

It is easy to create the categories by using the HTS component and use them for tracking 

social media and expressing the interest. However, it is also a huge time consuming activity. 

The visualization component covers those issues that need citizen participation but cannot 

cover all activities the City of Skopje administration needs for policy modelling. 
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6.4.1 Administration part 

 

This part is dedicated to user administration. 

 

Show user list 

 

Example Screenshot  

 

 
 

Issues and their business value 

 Admin can view the user list and initiate editing details about users. 

 

Suggested improvements  

1. Locking (or unlocking) to be available if you click on the corresponding locking icon. 

Now it is possible to do it if you edit the user. Another idea is to set it in the column 

actions. (To lock you don’t need to edit the user) 

2. Filtering by the status of activated (or deactivated) or unlocked (or locked) users 
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View user  

 

Example Screenshot 

 
 

 Issues and their business value 

 Admin can view the user details. 

 

Suggested improvements  

1. Since admin can access reset password link, it is good to have a possibility to reset the 

password on the place (without sending e-mail). 

2. View and edit as separate functionalities can be combined into one. 
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Edit user  

 

Example Screenshot 

 

 

Issues and their business value 

 Admin can edit details about the user. 

 

Suggested improvements  

 View and edit as separate functionalities can be combined into one. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

OFit for user testing 

x Ready for further exploitation  
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6.4.2 Integration Unified GUI / User interface 

 

The unified GUI allows the users to access the different functions of FUPOL from a single 

entry point and in the same way. It simplifies the day-to-day operation of FUPOL and the 

effort required to train new user.  

 

Unified GUI  

Example Screenshot  

 

 

 

Issues and Business value 

 The integrated GUI should include more functions such as the dashboard. 

Suggested improvements  

 The page should be enriched with an overall dashboard.  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

x Ready for further exploitation  
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6.4.3 Campaign 

The functionality is supporting creating and managing the campaigns, including social media, 

questionnaires, opinion maps etc.  

 

Add campaign  

Example Screenshot  

 

 

 

Issues and Business value 

 This functionality is used to add a new campaign. 

 

Identified bugs and missing functionalities 

1. Macedonian language is missing when adding a new campaign: 
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2. An error occurs when adding a new campaign: 

 

 

Suggested improvements  

 None 

 

Show campaign list  

Example Screenshot 

 
 

Issues and Business value 

 This functionality is used to view the list of campaigns. 
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Identified bugs and missing functionalities 

 

1. When a new user (without permission to add a campaign) logs in the system, in the 

left menu there is no link for add campaign (which is OK) but there is a link add 

campaign at the bottom of the page (which is not allowed) 

 

 
 

 

Suggested improvements  

 

1. Enable selecting (clustering) and making a set of campaigns, so I can view only the 

selected one. For example, I started 5 campaigns about Vodno, and I would like to 

review only those campaigns. 

2. Add filters for time period, for example view campaigns in 2014. 

3. The main system administrator should have a possibility to delete campaigns. 

4. Include help menu option with explanation of main concepts and options, and 

instructions to use options 

5. The list can get huge, and the sorting should be remembered from previous session. 

For example, if I made a sorting and selected a campaign and then review it, when I 

come back, I expect once again to see the same sorting from before, not the default. 

6. There is no possibility to delete an existing campaign (we tried with demo campaigns 

used for training – it was impossible to delete them) – you can only delete if you view 

the campaign, the functionality should be added when listing all the campaigns. 
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View campaign 

Example Screenshot 

 

 

 

Issues and Business value 

 The campaigns work fine  

 

Suggested improvements  

 None 

 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

OFit for user testing 

O Ready for further exploitation 

 

 

6.4.4 Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display 

 

The functionality is supporting passive participation and aims at collecting relevant data from 

as many sources as possible.  

It should enlarge the view of politician in policy problem identification, analysis and dialogue 

phase by combining social media sources, newspapers and audio / TV.  

FUPOL allows sourcing within a variety of targets (specific Facebook pages, Twitter hashtags 

etc.).  
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Social Media Window - Definition of Sources  

Example Screenshot  

 

 
 

Issues and Business value 

 The social media collecting tool works fine. There were some problems with Facebook 

data collection, but they have been fixed. 

 

Suggested improvements  

 include help menu option with explanation of concepts and options, and instructions 

to use them 

 

Social Media Window -  Single Window Display of results (including filtering)  

 

Example Screenshot 
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Issues and Business value 

 The social network aggregation works fine, it is useful and practical. There were 

temporary problems with collecting data from Facebook. 

 

Identified bugs: 

1. Twitter is not always returning results properly for Cyrillic letters. For example, the first 

figure shows a select with “Makedonija” and the second with Cyrillic “Македонија”. 

The first select shows some more tweets containing Cyrillic “Македонија” then the 

other, although it should have the same occurrences. 

 

 

 

2. A malfunction has occured when selecting the “Near this place” option in Edit twitter 

target. For example, first start edit twitter and select the “Near this place” option. Then 

try to delete this option, and the following message occurs.  
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3. The Social media target list is not updating when it is select from the social media 

dropdown list on the left. For example: user Goran is logged, and selects a social media 

window. Then try to delete some of the targets. Then try to activate anything else and 

select another media source from the list left. Then the list of old targets is once again 

displayed. A proper list is only presented if Social Media link from above is selected.  

4. Start search is not working in Social Media, for example when selecting Facebook as 

social media site (enter Скопје, Велосипеди, Точак in “Any of these words“), and also 

there are no results from Facebook. 

 
 

Suggested improvements 

1. Enable filtering (clustering) of blogs-comments (marking some of the entries as 

important and identify them as a set – list that can be extracted or selected for further 

functions, such as print, extract, send by e-mail) now there is only filtering of targets. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

x Ready for further exploitation 
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6.4.5 Opinion Map 

 

The functionality is supporting active participation and provides a location based feedback 

from citizens.  A location based topic is typical for urban policies. (e.g. land use of certain 

areas, renovation of certain places and buildings, …)  

 

Definition of an opinion map  

Example Screenshot  

 
 

Issues and Business value 

 The opinion map is the best and most useful tool voted among Skopje administration. 

 

Suggested improvements  

1. A possibility to cluster data based on the opinion location to provide easier filtering 

and data collection.   

2. A possibility to identify regions (for example, smaller municipality entities, or streets) 

and cluster the data within these regions (realized as options in heat map) 

3. An option for export or automatic download of all comments. Now we spend a lot of 

time doing it manually. It should include the pin location data, category or region. 
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Citizen GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

Issues and Business value 

 The opinion map is also most appreciated by citizens of Skopje  

 

Suggested improvements  

 

1. Citizens can read postings and post their own comment, but they cannot reply directly 

to a posting of other citizens. 

2. It is not clear that user needs to click the right mouse button to add an opinion.  The 

message “Add your opinion by clicking at the designated place on the map” should be 

changed or better change this action to left mouse button. 

3. When the opinion map is in read only mode, the user still can click the right button 

which allows the add pop up window or authentication message to be shown. 

However, he cannot enter value but it is better to disable the pop up also. 
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4. On the top you have a message that blue pin is for my answers and red pin is for other 

answers. But when I’m adding a new opinion as anonymous user the pin is red. It 

should be blue until I close the page. 

 

 
 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

x Ready for further exploitation 
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6.4.6 Questionnaires 

 

The functionality is very useful to get public opinion.  

 

Definition of a questionnaire  

Example Screenshot  

 

 

Issues and Business value 

 The questionnaires are a very useful tool to get public opinions 

 

Suggested improvements 

1. There is no validation for questions without answers. The system should not allow 

question creation if there are no answers specified. For example, Agreement type 

question, which has been set without answer, and the question was accepted. The 

message appears very late when you try to save the questionnaire – it should appear 

when you save the question. 
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Preview of questionnaires  

Example Screenshots  

 

 
 

Issues and Business value 

 There are some small issues that can improve the presentation of questionnaire 

results. 

 

Suggested improvements 

1. The spacing below the questions and above the answer candidates is too big. 

2. The numbers in the results should be aligned right (now they are left) 
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3. A possibility to export the results in word or excel 

4. A possibility to present the results graphically, such as the following 
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Citizen view  

Example Screenshot  

 

 

Issues and Business value 

 There are some small issues that can improve citizen view on questionnaires 

 

Suggested improvements 

1. There is no localization of question comments. For example “yes-no” questions should 

be “да-не”, “clear” – “бриши”, “Select up to _ items” – “Избери најмногу __ 

одговори”. Also happens to very satisfied, failry satisfied etc. Also comments should 

be localized – for example: Select up to one item from the following list – should be in 

localized language. 
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2. User cannot answer the question of the type “single answer”: 
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3. Also questions of type multiple answers. “Select up to 0 items” cannot be a case for 

validation. Maybe validation for this will be good when the question is created. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

x Ready for further exploitation 
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6.4.7 Heat maps 

 

The function aims at a location based visualisation of postings. It helps users to identify “hot 

spots”, which means places with a lot of postings in general or for a specific policy topic.  The 

map based visualisation helps to better understand the root cause.  

 

Heat map GUI  

Example Screenshot  

 

 
 

Issues and Business value 

 The heat map has a good graphical interface. 

Identified bugs and malfunctions 

1. In campaign on “Show map” Sina Weibo should be “Opinion map” 

2. Not all news are shown on the heat map. Facebook posts are not shown 

Suggested improvements  

 Include filters, such as time period  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

x Ready for further exploitation 
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6.4.8 Hot Topic Sensing 

 

The functionality aims at extracting topics (including short term topics and long term policy 

topics).  Overall this function should assist users in analysing a large number of postings / 

articles obtained from the social network aggregation, which manually would mean a lot of 

work.   

The bottom-up approach allows identifying new policy topics, which have not been identified 

yet, with little effort compared to a manual analysis.  

 

Identification of Hot Topics and definition of categories  

Example Screenshot 

 

 

Issues and Business value 

 The hot topic sensing works fine. 

Suggested improvements  

 Help option needed. For example, explain the meaning of value and probability. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

x Ready for further exploitation  
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6.4.9 Topic Summarization 

 

The functionality provides a summary of all postings. This helps users to analyse large 

volumes of postings, which otherwise manually would mean a lot effort.  

 

Topics Summarisation  

Example Screenshot 

 

 
 

Issues and Business value 

 This feature is useful. It provides short description of each topic. 

Identified bugs and malfunctions 

 This feature works well and it is ready for further application in practice. 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

x Ready for further exploitation  
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6.4.10 Knowledge Database and Visualization 

 

The functionality aims at supporting users in identifying all relevant data for a specific policy 

problem and visualising them. The feature has DBPEDIA and FREEBASE as a source. 

 

Sourcing of information  

Example Screenshot (s): 

 

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

 It is working only when the customer adjusts the browser controls for the script 

execution. This should be explained when selecting the option. 

Visualisation of information  

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues and suggested improvements  

 

 The information is very limited and SEMACONTENT does not contain any valuable 

information for the city.  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

x Fit for user testing  

O Ready for further exploitation  

 

6.4.11 Social Media Dashboard 

 

Dashboard Visualisation  

 

Overall the dashboard visualisation supports the task of identifying issues at a glance. 

Example Screenshot 

 

 

 

Issues and suggested improvements  

 This functionality is working good 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  
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O Fit for user testing  

x Ready for further exploitation  

 

6.4.12 Visualization of Statistical Data 

 

The function supports the process “objective analysis” of data. It compares statistical 

indicators relevant for a specific policy problem 

- Different indicators of the same city  

- The same indicators of different cities  

Note: The current source is EUROSTAT at the moment, because it is the only database which 

ensures harmonized data.  

 

Visual Search  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 

 

Issues and suggested improvements  

 

 It is working good, but needs explanation about browser preventing execution of 

scripts. 
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Indicator Visualisation  

Example Screenshot 

 

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

 

 It is working when you adjust the browser for execution of scripts. Needs explanation 

with help options. 

 

Summary 

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

x Ready for further exploitation  

 

6.4.13 Visual Social Data Analysis (SEMAVIS) 

 

Overall the social media visualisations are not intuitive and difficult to understand for an 

average user. A user should be able to understand immediately the meaning of the 

visualisations and how to navigate. The visualisations will need a major rework to be user 

friendly and support the user tasks of social media analytics effectively.  
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Topic (Category) visualisation  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

 It is working good. 

 

Drill down visualisation  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
Issues and suggested improvements  

 include help menu option with explanation of concepts and options, and instructions 

to use them 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  
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O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

x Ready for further exploitation 

 

6.4.14 Vodno Simulation and Impact Visualization 

 

The simulation enables a virtual evaluation of policies. Therefore the statistical history of 

indicators is used to generate forecast based on mathematical models, in dependency of 

identified influencing indicators which can be addressed with a policy.  

In the FUPOL policy process the aspect of simulation plays an important role, thus this allows 

to identify predicted impacts on policy indicators or other influencing factors. To provide a 

better comprehension and transparency, some outcomes of the calculated simulation are 

visualized. After the computation of the simulation, the visualizations of SemaVis allow a 

detailed analysis to determine the impact of a planned policy. 

 

Simulation model and Simulator 

 

Example Screenshot  

 
 

Issues and business value  

 This simulation addresses usage of Vodno recreation resources. The citizens can enter 

their ideas how to re-organize activities or introduce new using the simulation and find 

out what happens if some idea is introduced. The administration can use citizen’s input 

or simulate their own ideas to re-organize activities and decrease the resource 

conflicts. 
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Suggested improvements  

1. There should be a description about the conflicts where they are. Now one has the 

opportunity to see summary of conflicts, but cannot see where they are and how many 

conflicts were on a particular resource. 

 
 

2. Some missing translations, for example “Advanced visualization” link 
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Impact Visualization 

 

Example Screenshot 

 
Issues and business value  

 It is good to combine both simulation and impact visualization. 

 

Suggested improvements 

 include help menu option with explanation of concepts and options, and instructions 

to use them 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O  Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

x Ready for further exploitation  
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6.4.15 Skopje Simulation (Bicycle usage) and Impact Visualization 

 

The simulation enables a virtual evaluation of policies. Therefore the statistical history of 

indicators is used to generate forecast based on mathematical models, in dependency of 

identified influencing indicators, which can be addressed with a policy.  

In the FUPOL policy process the aspect of simulation plays an important role, thus this allows 

to identify predicted impacts on policy indicators or other influencing factors. To provide a 

better comprehension and transparency, some outcomes of the calculated simulation are 

visualized. After the computation of the simulation, the visualizations of SemaVis allow a 

detailed analysis to determine the impact of a planned policy. 

 

 

Simulation model and Simulator 

 

Example Screenshot  

 

 

Issues and business value  

 This simulation addresses Skopje bicycle usage. The citizens can enter their ideas how 

to re-organize or introduce new resources using the simulation and find out what 

happens if some project is realized. The administration can use citizen’s input or 

simulate their own projects to re-organize and build new resources and therefore 

decrease the resource conflicts. 

 

Suggested improvements 

 

1. Some features require a lot of IT resources, which are not enabled temporarily. For 

example, Add simulation 1 is temporarily not working: 
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2. Insufficient resource problem also occurs when someone tries to create new simulation 

2: 

3. All labels and system messages should also appear as multi-language feature. Some 

messages are directly coded – this should be avoided. 

 

Impact Visualization 

 

Example Screenshot 

 
 

Issues and business value  

 It is good to combine both simulation and impact visualization. 

 

Suggested improvements 

 include help menu option with explanation of concepts and options, and instructions 

to use them 
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Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

x Ready for further exploitation  
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6.5 Summary of evaluation questionnaires 

 

Provide summary analysis of evaluation questionnaires used in evaluation process. 

 

Table 6.5.1: Evaluation of the FUPOL platform 

No Question Average grade (1 – 5) 

1.  

FUPOL platform entirely covers all the 

functionality arising from the needs of users while 

creating the city's policies 

3.93 

2.  
FUPOL platform has a good interface, easy to use 

by users 
4.72 

3.  

FUPOL feature "Campaign" provides an 

opportunity for input and monitoring of all 

parameters essential in creating the city's policies 

4.61 

4.  

FUPOL feature "Social media window / social 

media aggregation" provides an opportunity for 

the input of all relevant sources, easy search and 

meaningful results 

4.55 

5.  

FUPOL feature "Opinion maps" provides the 

ability to create maps and monitoring the entered 

opinions easily 

4.14 

6.  

FUPOL feature "Questionnaires" offers the 

possibility of creating a questionnaires easily and 

analysis and different representations of the 

results 

4.75 

7.  

FUPOL feature "Dashboard” offers the possibility 

of necessary graphical representation of social 

media data 

4.84 

8.  

FUPOL feature "Data Dictionary" provides good 

overview of the data collected for the current 

campaign 

2.92 

9.  

FUPOL feature "Heat Maps" provides information 

about the concentration of posts based on their 

location using simple graphical representation 

3.88 

10.  
FUPOL platform is efficient, provides a fast 

operation, with short response of the system 
4.52 

11.  

The results obtained by using the FUPOL platform 

are extremely useful in the process of selecting 

areas for creating urban policies (agenda setting) 

4.60 
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12.  

The results obtained by using the FUPOL platform 

are extremely useful in the phases of analysis and 

creating the urban policies 

3.72 

13.  

The results obtained by using the FUPOL platform 

are extremely useful in the process of 

implementing and monitoring the urban policies 

3.13 

14.  
In general I am satisfied with FUPOL platform 

and I would recommend it to the other cities 
4.51 

 Total grade 4.20 

 

Table 6.5.2: Evaluation of the HTS (Hot Topic Sensing) feature   

No Question Average grade (1 – 5) 

1.  

This component entirely covers all the needs of 

users for browsing and identifying hot topics 

among the collected social media data 

3.84 

2.  

Top words obtained by applying the HTS 

component are understandable and related to 

each other, so it`s easy to name the topic to 

which they are related 

3.52 

3.  

Top words obtained by applying the HTS 

component are really the key words within 

individual posts of the social media data  

3.68 

4.  

By using the HTS component it is easy to create 

the categories and use them for tracking social 

media and expressing the interest  

2.93 

5.  HTS has a good interface, easy to use by users 4.51 

6.  
HTS results are clearly presented and could be 

easily analyzed 
4.63 

7.  
This component is efficient, provides a fast 

operation, with short response of the system.  
4.54 

8.  

The results obtained by using the HTS 

component are extremely useful in the process of 

selecting areas for creating urban policies 

(agenda setting)  

4.51 

9.  

The results obtained by using the HTS 

component are extremely useful in the phases of 

analysis and creating the urban policies 

3.62 

10.  

The results obtained by using the HTS 

component are extremely useful in the process of 

implementing and monitoring the urban policies 

2.87 
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11.  
In general I am satisfied with the HTS component 

and I would recommend it to the other cities 
4.51 

 Total average grade 3.92 

 

Table 6.5.3: Evaluation of the Visualisation feature   

No Question Average grade (1 – 5) 

1.  

This component entirely covers all the needs of 

users while visualizing social media data from 

Fupol campaigns  

3.51 

2.  

This component entirely covers  all the needs of 

users while visualizing statistic data being 

important in policy creation process 

3.72 

3.  
Visualization has a good interface, easy to use by 

users 
3.54 

4.  
Visualization results are clearly presented and 

could be easily analyzed 
4.51 

5.  

It is possible to change the type of visualization 

easily and choose a different type of graphical 

presentation of the selected data, the most 

suitable for me 

4.64 

6.  
This component is efficient, provides a fast 

operation, with short response of the system. 
4.51 

7.  

The results obtained by using the Visualization 

component are extremely useful in the process 

of selecting areas for creating urban policies 

(agenda setting) 

4.71 

8.  

The results obtained by using the Visualization 

component are extremely useful in the phases of 

analysis and creating the urban policies 

3.51 

9.  

The results obtained by using the Visualization 

component are extremely useful in the process 

of implementing and monitoring the urban 

policies 

2.72 

10.  

In general I am satisfied with the Visualization 

component and I would recommend it to the 

other cities 

4.51 

 Total average grade 3.99 

 

Table 6.5.4: Evaluation of the Vodno and Bicycle Simulators   
No Question Average grade (1 – 

5) 
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1.  

Simulator completely covers all functionalities 

defined by the simulation model and the user 

requirements 4.32 

2.  Simulator provides meaningful and useful results 3.94 

3.  
Simulator has a good interface, easy to use by the 

user 4.51 

4.  

User itself can set input parameters for the 

simulation and add new ones, depending on specific 

needs 4.64 

5.  Simulations are performed quickly, in a short time 3.51 

6.  
Simulation results are extremely useful in planning 

the construction of playgrounds 4.12 

7.  
Generally I'm satisfied with the simulator and I 

would recommend it to other cities 4.51 

 Total average grade 4.22 

 

 

6.6 Conclusion 

 New versions of the tools were improved and are now ready for exploitation.  

 Most of the issues that were complex to understand are now realized with help options 

and explanations. 

 All tools are more useful in setting agenda and analysis, rather than in implementation. 

Also they are very useful in monitoring. 

 Visualization tools work properly. Still there are slight problems of exchanging the data 

between platforms. 

 Simulation and visualisation of Vodno and Bike usage are working properly according 

to the design. 

 Potentials of software tools are high and the Skopje administration started with 

exploitation of these tools, especially in proposing improvement of the bicycle 

infrastructure in Skopje.  
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7 The second pilot evaluation - UN Habitat - MTWAPA 

7.1 Status of the pilot 

 

The Participatory Slum Upgrading programme (PSUP) in Mtwapa is in its 3rd Phase, which 

entails implementing projects that have been conceptualized in multi stakeholder participation 

in the Phase 1 and 2 of the PSUP methodology.  As community participation in upgrading 

slums is core to the PSUP, a mechanism to engage and sustain community involvement in all 

stages of the project is essential.  

 

UN-Habitat entered into a partnership with FUPOL to use the experience it has gained in the 

use of latest information and communications technology (ICT) to solicit the views and ideas 

of ordinary people into the PSUP Mtwapa programme that is aimed at addressing the 5 slum 

deprivations (lack of access to clean water, inadequate access to sanitation, overcrowding, 

impermanency of living structures and lack of secure tenure). The Mtwapa pilot e-

participation experience is being used as a basic in adopting this practice for the 35 

participating countries within the Africa, Pacific and Caribbean (ACP) regions in which the 

PSUP is active. 

 

The Mtwapa project is piloting the e-Participation mode of community mobilisation where 

various electronic media collect and analyse community opinions for the area where the PSUP 

Phase 3 activities are taking place. This model was presented during the World Urban Forum 

in Medellin and other Phase 3 implementing countries have taken interest in the tool. 

 

The technical features of FUPOL have been evaluated and comments have been provided by 

UN-HABITATPSUP staff. 

During the period under review, the project has encountered a number of significant practical 

as well as technical challenges. These include the delay by the Kenyan government to sign 

an agreement of cooperation with UN-Habitat, delays in recruiting community mobilizers and 

putting in place a community resource center that would have a computer center for the e-

participation training and the fact that not many people have access to smart phones making 

it a challenge to access internet.  

Two community mobilizers were recruited to facilitate the dialogue with the citizens and 

ensure an inclusive participation. They started to mobilize the local people between November 

2014 and March 2015. Their work was mainly consisting of going directly in the field, 

explaining the purpose of the e-participation and registering people on Facebook.  

The project faced a challenge in its mobilization aspect, which can explain why there was 

very little activity on the Facebook page or on the BLOG in the first two quarters of 2015. The 
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Kilifi County was indeed reluctant in starting an active mobilization campaign as long as the 

community center was not built and the slum upgrading activities not started. The rationale 

behind this is to avoid raising expectations (and discontentment) from the communities.The 

enumeration and structure numbering exercise took place in June. Over 30 youth participated 

in a socio-economic and enumeration data collection exercise that was conducted in Majengo 

and Mzambarauni Informal Settlements in Mtwapa, Kilifi County for three weeks. The 

exercise was organized by the Ministry of Land, Housing and Urban Development, UN-Habitat 

and the County Government of Kilifi under the Participatory Slum Upgrading Program (PSUP). 

The Facebook Page in particular was used to mobilize and inform community members of 

ongoing activities. 

 

7.2 Impact and Achievements using FUPOL 

Changes and impacts have been noted after the implementation of the FUPOL pilot project 

in Mtwapa: 

• Sensitization and awareness of central and local government on the opportunities of 

e-processes paid off. The buy-in by government officials was not obvious at the 

beginning of the project and this is one of the main achievements. It was reached 

through numerous meetings and trainings of officials, display of test solutions and 

constant awareness-raising. Convincing them of the “pros” rather than the “cons” of 

social media an e-participation platform is an on-going process because it directly 

impacts the administrative and political culture in place in Kenya. Some champions 

were identified and the advocacy work could roll-on through them.  

• The buy-in by community leaders and elected residents committees was somehow 

easier to reach because they could immediately see the FUPOL tool as a great 

opportunity to hold their representatives accountable for their commitments. Beyond 

sensitization and awareness, the main achievement regarding the community is their 

renewed approach to IT processes. They could understand and see that “IT” is not 

just anymore the local government website. The concerned communities can see now 

a two-ways communication via social media (Facebook, blog) and the use of 

smartphone, graphs, maps, etc. The FUPOL features that really encounter positive 

feedback from both the community are the questionnaire and heat-maps.  

• The testing, launch and operation of the e-tools is another achievement that could be 

made possible via the training of Government technical teams, elected residents 

committees, youth and interested community members. 

• The County Government of Kilifi has now embraced e-governance and even created a 

ministry of ICT and e-governance in the county. 

• It is also notable that since the community centre works have started and there are 

signs of improvement on the ground, the Facebook page has been more active and 

people participated more easily and voluntarily. The Facebook is eventually evolving 
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into a tool for the Kilifi County to communicate with citizens. Almost 1000 likes of the 

Facebook page is quite noteworthy. The blog is more challenging because it is not yet 

common in the local culture.  

The e-participation pilot in Mtwapa is embedded in a research project. The fact that an e-

participation platform is really new in the local culture may have delayed or prevented full 

implementation compared to other pilots. However, the very unique nature of a pilot is 

precisely to learn from the experience for further replication. The following section display 

the lessons learned.  

 

7.3 Lessons learned 

The pilot project in Mtwapa has enabled to identify a number of pre-requisites that must be 

in place before starting an e-participation activity with a disadvantaged community and an 

incipient technologically-savvy local government.  

• The enabling legal and policy framework for stakeholder and community participation 

in country governance and development is a pre-condition for any e-participation 

project. Beyond the official text, this should be followed by effective political good will 

and buy-in. The enactment or implementation of a favourable policy framework for 

participation is one of the most challenging aspects because local leaders must be 

ready to act in a transparent manner. This accountability culture is progressing in 

Kenya, especially in the context of the devolution process, but is still to be more in-

depth rooted in political and administrative processes. An e-participation platform can 

be vulnerable to abuse and is highly dependent on moderators, hence the need to 

explain and largely raise awareness to all stakeholders of the risks and opportunities 

of such activity.  

• Participation and communication activities should go along with effective service 

delivery from the public sector. The local government (municipality, county, etc.) 

should be prepared to deliver on the ground a concrete response to any question it 

may raise via the e-participation tool. Participation for the sake of participation is not 

sustainable on the long-term and could be counter-productive if not followed by action 

and impact in the daily life of the population. This alignment between the mobilization 

campaign and the availability of financial and human resources from the local 

government is a challenge in places such as Mtwapa and Kilifi County.  

• In terms of technical aspects, the available technology/connectivity is also a sine-qua 

non condition. The community centre construction was meant to respond to this 

requirement because of the low access to internet. Even basic IT equipment is fine to 

start an e-participation project in such a context. The set-up of an e-Participation 

Community Centre, equipped and staffed is crucial. Nevertheless, the availability of 

equipment is not enough if people don’t know how to use it and for which purpose. A 
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skilled technical support is needed and most of the initial investment must be put on 

this aspect, both for the local government staff and the community leaders.  

• The key issues for effective community e-participation are related to the need to have 

an informed and empowered community. This can go through online and offline 

communication, direct reach out of the community, targeted message for youth, 

elderly, women, etc., and training on basic skills for a critical mass of residents. We 

should also bear in mind that e-participation and IT processes in a context of 

disadvantaged community are more challenging than any other context (industrialised 

countries, well trained and staffed municipalities, connected population, etc.). That 

means that there is a constant need to demonstrate to the community the advantages 

and workings of the e-participation tool. Furthermore, IT tools will not resolve all 

participation issues and for representation purpose, a constant reach-out to the not 

connected residents is also needed in order to validate the e-platform as a decision-

making tool. Decision makers may not take seriously the e-participation as a decision-

making tool if the reach-out and buy-in is not broad enough among the community. 

• It is to be noted also that approaches in other context such as Nairobi or Machakos 

have proven to be more effective. Nairobi and Machakos are both urban counties, with 

more connected and technologically aware population and administrative staff, with 

different socio-economic challenges than Mtwapa. The FUPOL features may be then 

more adapted to an already „connected“ local government, ready to embrace such 

solution and to implement it for different purposes (not just the single slum upgrading 

activities).  

• Beginning of July a training for the staff of the Machakos County Government was 

organised together with UN-HABITAT. FUPOL will be used by the County Government 

to improve communication with citizens and get a better understanding of their needs.  

• FUPOL as a state-of-the art tool to support for good governance fits perfectly into the 

overall vision of the Machakos Government.  

• Machakos has also been selected as the home to the 

upcoming Konza Technology City a new large scale 

ICT business which is expected to generate 100.000 

technology jobs.  Built on 5.000 acres of land the park 

is set to host business process outsourcing (BPO) 

ventures, a science park, a convention center, 

shopping malls, hotels, international schools.  

 

BLOG  

The slum upgrading project has created a BLOG page which aims at providing detailed 

information and a space for citizen participation. The Blog is not very popular, the link has 

expired temporarily and the team has worked on restoring it through a local hosting company. 

An additional training and a formal handover of the blog management and facilitation is 

foreseen Q4 2015 during the official opening of the Community Centre. 
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www.ongea_mtwapa.org 

 
 

Facebook Page  

Likewise a Facebook page has been created, which so far has attracted over 900 likes.  

This has proven to be the most effective media as most young people are active and have 

access to Facebook. This page is now moderated jointly by the Kilifi county and the 

Ministry of Land, Housing and urban development. Topics of youth involvement in decision 

making and enumeration receive most comments and likes.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/mtwapapsup 

 
 

 

Twitter 

http://www.ongea_mtwapa.org/
https://www.facebook.com/mtwapapsup
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A Twitter account was set up (https://twitter.com/MtwapaPsup) and community members 

are being sensitized about it, it was launched in September 2014 during the launch of e-

participation and training thereafter, though twitter is not as popular among the low 

income youth as Facebook. 

 

 

 

 The Community Centre 

 
 Laying the foundation for the community centre 

https://twitter.com/MtwapaPsup
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A recent photo of the community centre. 

 

The Community Centre (Field Office) activities have been started by the Kenyan Government. 

The works were delayed because of internal arrangements; it is expected to be ready in Q4 

2015. This centre is adequately located in Mtwapa and will be managed by the community. 

It comprises of a hall, an IT room and a meeting room. It will be used to provide internet 

access to the local people as well as hosting PSUP participatory activities. Q4 2015 is late for 

the Mtwapa FUPOL pilot and therefore expenses for IT equipment cannot be justified.  We 

are exploring possibilities of co-supplying with the Kenya Government. 

 

There is a PSUP tripartite conference planned for early 2016 with all ACP countries attending, 

and Mtwapa e-participation pilot will be presented to showcase the ongoing project, as well 

as recent tests undertaken in Machakos and Nairobi counties.    

Following the Mtwapa pilot implementation in Kilifi County, two other Counties in Kenya 

expressed interest in testing the FUPOL tool and several meeting have so far been held, with 

demonstration test being set up for Machakos County and the capital Nairobi County. This is 

expected to be rolled out in other counties; Machakos and Nairobi have committed to include 

the funding of this on their next financial budget. 

 

Implementation in Machakos looks like promising as the ICT and communication Director has 

fully engaged his team to learn and use the FUPOL features. UN-Habitat and Machakos 

County Government have entered into an agreement to test the FUPOL features. The county 
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will use the backend system to filter important information from online platforms and social 

media sources, UN-Habitat will support the ongoing ICT training to the local youth and 

Machakos County will incorporate an e-participation blog in the official county website,  

 

7.4 The evaluation summary of the FUPOL features 

7.4.1 Administration part 

This part is dedicated to user administration. 

 

Show user list 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

No issues to be reported  
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Edit and View user  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

Users reported no issues with this feature. The feature presents important data in a readable 

and functional way, providing high business value to the platform. A suggestion to optionally 

allow the uploading of a profile photograph of a user was made. 

 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing 

X Ready for further exploitation  
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7.4.2 Integration Unified GUI / User interface 

 

The unified GUI allows the users to access the different functions of FUPOL from a single 

entry point and in the same way. It simplifies the day-to-day operation of FUPOL and the 

effort required to train new user.   

 

Unified GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

1. The proposed improvement in Y3 (“page should be enriched with an overall 

dashboard” has been implemented so there are no more issues.  

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O  Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- X Ready for further exploitation  
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7.4.3 Campaign 

The functionality is supporting creating and managing the campaigns as well as related tools 

(social media, questionnaires, opinion maps etc.)  

 

Add campaign  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

There are no issues to be reported  
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Show campaign list  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

There are no issues to be reported  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing 

XReady for further exploitation 

 

 

7.4.4 Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display 

 

The functionality is supporting passive participation and aims at collecting relevant data from 

as many sources as possible.  

It should enlarge the view of politician in policy problem identification, analysis and dialogue 

phase by combining social media sources, newspapers and audio / TV.  

FUPOL allows sourcing within a variety of targets (specific Facebook pages, Twitter hashtags 

etc.).  
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Social Media Window - Definition of Sources  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

 

Facebook Wall to be renamed Facebook Page.  

The Facebook search should have a feature to limit the search geographically.  

It would be nice to have additional social media sources as input:  

- LinkedIn and specifically LinkedIn Groups (because they have good quality 

information)  

- SMS is still in use, so it could be considered as an input channel.  

In Kenya Ghafla (www.ghafla.co.ke) to be explored (although it is more an entertainment 

site), but it is very popular among young people. It has an RSS feed.  

Many TV stations have life streaming and Facebook pages (e.g. Bahari FM) those to be added.  

  

http://www.ghafla.co.ke/
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Social Media Window - Single Window Display of results (including filtering)  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

 

 

Issues and suggested improvements  

 

1. Wrong tagging: Sometimes (not always) the tagging on the right side is wrong – 

the category does not relate at all to the posting.  

2. Single Window Display: There should be a function to tag comments and e-mail 

them for follow-up.  

Other  

Specific functionality, which is not covered by the above mentioned  

N/A  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O  Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- X Fit for user testing  

- O Ready for further exploitation  
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7.4.5 Opinion Map 

 

The functionality is key in supporting active participation, since a location based topic is typical 

for local policies.  

 

Definition of an opinion map  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

None  
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Citizen GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
Issues and suggested improvements  

1. Citizens can read postings and post their own comment, but they cannot reply 

directly to a posting of another citizen. This should be made possible. 

2. Another feature to be considered is to allow categories to the postings (e.g. Water 

/ Sanitation / road infrastructure) Alternatively different opinion maps to be created 

for each  

3. Comments made should be treated like a social media source and transferred to 

the other analytical modules (hot topic generation, visualisation….)  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O  Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- O Fit for user testing  

- X Ready for further exploitation  

 

7.4.6 Questionnaires 

 

The questionnaires are considered very useful since they support a structured survey of 

citizens.  

 

Definition of a questionnaire  
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Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Citizen view  

 

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- O Fit for user testing  

- X Ready for further exploitation  

 

 

7.4.7 Heat maps 

Overall heat maps are considered useful to further analyse comments. The map based 

visualisation helps to better understand the root cause, which may be related to a specific 

location.  
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Heat map GUI  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

None.   

 

Other  

Specific functionality in this context, which is not covered by the above mentioned  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O  Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- O Fit for user testing  

- X Ready for further exploitation  

 

 

7.4.8 Hot Topic Sensing 

Overall the functionality is considered to be very useful in analysing large volumes of content 

on media and understanding what is going on. The topics generated in general make sense, 

however some of the topics could not be identified (see remarks below).  
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Identification of Hot Topics and definition of categories  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

1. The meaning of value and probability is unclear.  

2. The category window does not contain any indication on the importance of a topic. 

The most important indicator is the number of postings attached to a topic – this 

should be shown.  

3. The meaning of the value on the left side of the topic is unclear.  

4. New categories should be applied backwards – this does not seem to be the case 

(see for example the new category “drug problems”.  

  

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O  Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- X Fit for user testing  

- O Ready for further exploitation  

 

7.4.9 Topic Summarization 

 

The functionality provides a summary of all postings. This helps users to analyse large 

volumes of postings, which otherwise manually would mean a lot effort.  

 

Topics Summarisation  

Example Screenshot (s)  
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                                                            Not expanded, expands after clicking on it only  

 

Issues, suggested improvements and their business value 

 

The function allows users to view a summary, which is useful. However each summary 

statement is very short and opens after clicking on it only. This is not so user friendly and 

could be improved.  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

O Unfit for user testing  

O Fit for user testing with major modifications  

O Fit for user testing  

X Ready for further exploitation  

 

7.4.10 Knowledge Database and Visualization 

 

The functionality aims at supporting users in identifying all relevant data for a specific policy 

problem and visualising them.  
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Sourcing of information  

Example Screenshot (s): N/A  

 

 

Issues and suggested improvements  

The feature has only DBPEDIA and FREEBASE as a source, which is rather limited and 

partly relevant. Consequently an easy to use feature to import such data will be 

required  

 

Visualisation of information  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

There are almost no data related to Kilifi / Mtwapa, consequently this functionality has not 

been evaluated in more detail.  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- X  Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- O Fit for user testing  

- O Ready for further exploitation  
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7.4.11 Social Media Dashboard 

 

Dashboard Visualisation  

Overall the dashboard visualisation supports the task of identifying issues at a glance  

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  

1. Top Author 

The top author is unknown, either it should not be shown, if it is because of  

The RSS feed then name of the newspaper should be shown.  

 

Other  

All suggestions made in the Y3 pilot reports have been implemented, so no further ideas.  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- O  Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- O Fit for user testing  

- X Ready for further exploitation  
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7.4.12 Visualization of Statistical Data 

The function supports the process “objective analysis” of data. It compares statistical 

indicators relevant for a specific policy problem 

- Different indicators of the same city  

- The same indicators of different cities  

Note: The current source is EUROSTAT at the moment, because it is the only database which 

ensures harmonized data. Those are not very relevant for Kenya / Mtwapa and therefore this 

feature has not been evaluated. It has however been noted that the feature is difficult to 

operate from a user point of view.  

 

 

7.4.13 Visual Social Data Analysis (SEMAVIS) 

 

Overall the social media visualisations are not intuitive and difficult to understand for an 

average user. This has not changed from the Y3 evaluation. A user should be able to 

understand immediately the meaning of the visualisations and how to navigate. The 

visualisations will need a major rework to be user friendly and support the user tasks of social 

media analytics effectively.   

 

Topic (Category) visualisation  

 

Example Screenshot (s)  

 
 

Issues and suggested improvements  
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1. The visualisation does not show the number of postings on a single day, it seems 

that only the total per month is shown. The granularity on a monthly basis is 

unsuitable, because categories may change quickly on a daily basis.  

2. The feature has only one starting point by topic category. Other starting points for 

analysis are not possible. The visualisation should support the business requirement 

of analysing which are the most important topics discussed on Twitter, Facebook, 

(by channel). Note that those can be different by media channel.  

 

Drill down visualisation  

Example Screenshot (s)  
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Issues and suggested improvements  

The visualisation does not support the following core business processes  

A. Starting point topic:  

1. Identify a category (hot topic) to be further analysed 

1a If required display some of the postings to better understand the ongoing 

discussion  

2. Identify the top author(s) of this topic (then those can be contacted directly  

2a If required display some of their postings to better understand their 

attitude  

3. Identify the most important sources (media channels) related to this topic  

B. Starting point media source  

1. Select a media source (e.g. Facebook)  

2. Identify the most important  topics on this channel  

2a If required display some of the postings to better understand the ongoing 

discussion  

3. Identify the top author(s) on this channel  

3a If required display some of his postings to better understand their 

attitudes 

4. Identify the top author(s) for a specific topic on this channel  

4a If required display some of his postings to better understand their 

attitudes 
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1. The SEMAGRAPH visualisation shows the related postings only, which at this stage is 

not relevant. It is also unsuitable for a larger number of postings; already with the 

limited number of postings the graphic is unreadable. The SEMASPACE visualisation is 

not understandable – what is the purpose of it and how does it support the business 

process above?  

2. The inclusion of the user and the role does not relate to the business task. 

 It seems also that only parts of the data are included.  

There are several hundreds of postings, which seem to have disappeared.  

The SEMASUN visualisation is unreadable so no comments can be made.  

The SEMATIME visualisation is also unreadable and contains only two days although 

the topics are on the agenda over several months.  

 

Summary  

The feature is considered  

- O Unfit for user testing  

- X  Fit for user testing with major modifications  

- O Fit for user testing  

- O Ready for further exploitation  

Note: The evaluation of the visualisation with the automated questionnaire has not been 

done, since major modifications to be made in the visualisation before such an evaluation 

makes sense.  

 

7.5 Other comments 

 

Privacy is not an issue yet in Kenya. People do not know the power of geo-location and privacy 

issues involved.  An issue is the misuse of social media for advertising purposes. Companies 

are hijacking blogs and Facebook pages aiming at citizen participation to advertise products. 

It can only be stopped with moderators taking care of the social media channels. 

 

7.6 Conclusion 

 

The Mtwapa pilot implementation in Kilifi County allowed the FUPOL team and the central 

and local governments to learn from this experience. The implementation of FUPOL features 

will be more effective in an urban set up and with a committed and trained county 

government. The Mtwapa implementation has triggered the interest of both Nairobi and 

Machakos county. The Machakos county has already started to implement FUPOL, which is a 

promising next steps after the project ends. We expect other counties and larger cities to 

follow.  

 

See below screen shots for Nairobi  
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Machakos Test screen shots. 
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8 The summary of evaluation 

 

Table 8.1 presents the summary of evaluation activities in all pilot cities.  

Every FUPOL feature can be marked as “Unfit”, “Fit for user testing with major modification”, 

“Fit for user testing”, “Fit for exploitation” or “Not evaluated”. Some features have not been 

evaluated in all pilot cities, and they are marked as “Not evaluated”. 

 

Table 8.1: The summary of evaluation activities in all pilot cities 

 

 

 Pegeia Zagreb  Yantai  Skopje  Mtwapa  

User Administration         

Integrated GUI / User Interface           

Campaigns           

Social Network Aggregation / Single 

Window             

Opinion Map            

Questionnaire           

Heat Map           

Hot Topic Sensing            

Topic Summarization           

Knowledge Database and 

Visualisation            

Social Media Dashboard            

Visualisation of statistical data           

Visualisation (SEMAVIS)            

Simulation and Impact visualisation        

Visual Fuzzy Cognitive Maps      

      

      

 Legend:  Unfit     

   Fit for user testing with major modifications  

   Fit for user testing/exploitation  

   Not evaluated  

 

 

For all features marked as “Unfit”, “Fit for user testing with major modifications” or “Fit for 

user testing” some suggestions for improvement have been recognized. They are explained 

in details for all pilot cities in the previous sections.  


